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ABSTRACT

The present investigation concerned effects of chil-

dren'S trait anxiety on discrimination of three types of

multiple emotional mesSages: congruent, in which tone of

voice (vocal channel) matched statements (verbal channel);

incongruent, in which tone differed from statements; and

conflicting, in which tone opposed statements'

Theoretical considerations and research about anxiety and

the perception of emoLion yielded Lhree hypotheses for ef-

fects in both the vocal and the verbal- channels: (1) As anx-

ieLy increased, overaLl discrimination accuracy would de-

crease. (2) Congruent messages would be discriminated most

accurately, incOngruent meSSageS leSS accurately, and con-

flicting messages least accurately. (3) As anxiety in-

creased, discrimination accuracy for congruent, incongruent

and conflicting messages would decrease to a smal1, moder-

ate, and large extent' respectively.

Grade four boys and girls were assigned to Iow, moderate,

and high anxiety groups on the basis of test scores. They

listened to meSsages, spoken by women or men' containing

f ive emotional statements said in f ive tones of r''oice '

Statements and tones of voice v¡ere either happy, angry' sad'

Ioving, or neutral. Subjects indicated speakers' meaning by

choosing among five stick figures depicting the emotions'

- iii



Accuracy of discrimination in each channel was measured by

the correspondence between chosen and intended emotion for

that channel. Multivariate and subsidiary analyses showed

the following:

For tone of voice (vocal channel), discrimination of

congruent meSsages was good and unaffected by anxiety. Dis-

crimination of incongruent messages was poor and unaffected

by anxiety. Discrimination of conflicting messages fell

from moderate to very low Levels as anxiety increased. Hy-

potheses (1), (2), and (3) were all partially confirmed'

For statements (verbal channel), discrimination of congr-

uent, incongruent, and conflicLing messages was good, moder-

ate, and relatively poor, Fêspectively. Discrimination of

al1 messages was unaffected by anxiety. OnIy hypothesis (Z)

v¡as confirmed. In both channels, some effects for sex'

and interactions with other variables were found.

Results confirming hypotheses v¡ere discussed with refer-

ence to theory and data in the field. Resu]ts inconsistent

with hypotheses were explained in terms of factors such as

the relaxed experimental atmosphere, credibility of messag-

êsr and task simplicity. Implications for pathological de-

velopment and education $¡ere outlined'
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T NTRODUCTI ON

one of lhe foremost concerns of modern day society is

that of anxiety. In f act ¡ ârlXiety has become a dominant

factor in some contemporary theories of perSonality

(Spietberger , 1g66) . According to Spielberger ( '1 966 ) , anx i-

ety is regarded by Some theorists aS "a principle causative

agent for such diverse behavioraf conseguences aS insomnia,

immoral and sinful acts, instances of creative self-expres-

sion, debilitating psychological and psychosomatic symptoms'

and idiosyncratic mannerisms of endless variety" (p. 4).

The development of the concept of anxiety can be traced

b,ack to the classical- Greek period and particularly to the

Hellenistic era (McReynoLds, 1975) . According to May

(1g74), the reason for the general rise of anxiety during

the HellenisLic era was due to man's inability to "communi-

cate with his world, with others, and with himself" (p.

2g1), À more formalized description of anxiety was later

advanced by Kierkegaard, who distinguished between two dif-

f erent kinds of anxiety (t'tcReynolds, 1975). The f irst kind

is especiatly evident in children and is typified by a "need

for adventure." The second kind is typically concerned with

the choices confronting a person aS a function of his re-

sponsibilities. However ' it was not until the writing of
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Freud (1936) that anxiety was conceptualized in a truly psy-

chological f ramework.

Às empirical research examining the rel-ationship be-

tween anxiety and behavior increased, Freud'S theory of anx-

iety began to receive considerable attention from the psy-

chological and medical professions. A major consequence of

such attention was the modification of Freud's original

theory of anxiety by others in the area (Mowrer, 1950i May,

1 950; Sullivan, 1 953 ) . One contemporary theory, for exam-

ple , ( SpieJ-berger , Lushene, and McAdoo, 1977 ) tras descr ibed

anxiety as a transilory emotional- state or condition charac-

terized by feelings of tension and apprehension. Another

theory views anxiety aS a catastrophic reaction brought

about by an individual's failure to comprehend and cope with

his environment (Goldstein, 1 939) . According to Lazarus

(1966), anxiety occurs when an individual appraises a situ-

ation as threatening, but is unable to locate the source of

the threat. As a result, Do clear action is possib1e.

I^lhi]e anxiety plays a dominant role in man's relation-

ship with his environment, communication also plays an im-

portant role. Recall May's (1974) notion that during the

Hellenistic era, anxiety occurred as a result of man's in-

ability to communicate with "himself, others, and his

world". One cannot fully hope to underStand human behavior

without some knowledge of how one's feelings and emotions

are communicated. According to Reardon (1971), the ability
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to appraise what another individual desires, feels, and may

do is essential for effective interpersonal reLations' The

ability to discriminate emotions effectively becomes intrin-

sic to man's survival in a sometimes hostile and perplexing

worId. Moreover, it has been suggested that particular be-

havior disorders may be a result of distortions in the way

an individual interprets various environmental and social

cues (Bateson, Jackson, HâI"y, & Weakland 1956; Bugental'

Love, I{aswan, & APril, 1971)'

Since an individual's ability to perceive emotion 1s

essential to any effective interaction with his environment'

fac¡-ors which may influence such ability must be explored'

According to Tagiuri (1955), the following are three factors

which may influence one'S perception of others: (a) attri-

butes of the stimulus person, (b) ttte nature of the interac-

tion situation, and (c) perceiver characteristics. It is

the Iast factor, in particular, anxiety, with which the

present reseârch was concerned'

The aim of the remainder of the Introduction is to dis-

cuss issues central to the topic of anxiety and to the per*

ception of emotion. First, a general overview of the con-

cept of anxiety is presented. The nature by which anxiety

exerts an influence on behavior is examined by focusing on

two theories of anxiety. A cognitive social Learning Theory

is discussed, and then a Response competition and Informa-

tion-processing capacity Model of anxiety is discussed.

various aspects of anxiety are also examined, with discus-
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sion centering on its basic constituenLs ( i.e. , antece-

dents, concornitants, and consequences). The means by which

anxiety is assessed in children is presented, followed by a

brief summary of Some of the research investigating the ef-

fects of anxiety on behavior.

Pursuant to the anxiety overview is a general overview

concerning speech communication. The various components of

speech are discussed, including definitions which are inte-

gral to the comprehension of speech communication. Next,

research on mul-tichannel communication is presented, fol-

lowed by that on the relationship between anxiety and the

abiiity to decode emotional messages. A number of variables

r¡hich influence the communication of emotion are presented

nexL. Finally, the present research problem, hypotheses,

and overvier¡ of the design are outlined.

Ascects of Anxietv and its lnf l-uence on the Behavior of
Children and Àdults

In order to reconcile some of the differing theories

of anxiety, Epstein (1972) identifies three basic anxiety

provoking conditions. First, Epstein (1972) uses the term

"primary overstimulation" to refer to conditions of arousal

caused by the "energetic component of Stimulation." Accord-

ing to Freud (1936), pain is a special case of overstimula-

tion as it involves a rapid increase of excitation. A no-

tion basic to "pr,imary overstimulation" is that all
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organisms have a biologically determined upper limit of tol-

erance for intense stimulation (Epstein, 1972). According

to Epstein (1972), overstimulation is associated with feel-

ings of being overwhelmed and bombarded with stimulation'

second, Epstein (1972) refers to "cognitive incongrui-

ty" aS a another anxiety-provoking condition. Cognitive in-

congruity is based on the premise that individuals have a

need to organize various inputs from their environment into

a consistent and integrative, predictive system. when hy-

potheses considered by the individual are either discon-

firmed, or are seen as inconsistent with each other, distur-

bances and high l-evels of excitation result (Epstein, 1972),

Thus, when reality does not fit the cognitive p1an, the be-

havioral seguence is not able to run its course' and anxiety

results. According to theorists such as Goldstein ( 1 939) ,

the major source of anxiety is onets inability to integrate

the data of. the world into a meaningful schema. According

to Epstein, the subjective feeling staLes associated with

cognitive incongruity are confusion, disorganization, and

personality disintegration.

The third anxiety-provoking condition referred to by

Epstein is that of "response unavailability. " Response un-

availability j.s used in a broad sense to cover all condi-

tions in which aroused response tendencies cannot be ex-

pressed. Such a condition may arise when: (a) the object

producing the arousal is unknown; (b) there is some delay
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bef ore a particul-ar response can be made; or (c ) there is a

conflict between opposing response tendencies. Response un-

availability is also produced when the necessary response is

not contained in the organism's behavioral- repertoire. Re-

sponse unavailabiJ-ity is central to the theories of Lazarus

(1966), and Mandler and Watson (1966). The subjective feel-

ing state associated with response unavailabifity is help-

lessness (Epstein, 1972).

From the previous discussion it is obvious that anxiety

can be defined in a number of ways" MoreOver| "anxiety" has

become a catchall category which includes not only disrup-

tive, debilitating effects on behavior but also facilitory

effects as well (lzard & Tompkins, 1966). Although Ep-

stein's categories provide some insight into the etiology of

anxj.ety, he fails to acknowledge how debilitating effects

may be produced. The question most relevant to the present

t.hesis is, "By what mechanisms or processes does anxiety

produce a disruption of behavior?"

In order to answer such a question' the role of atten-

tion and information processing is noht considered with ref-

erence to two theories of anxiety. These theories are being

introduced primarily because of their general explanatory

value of obvious importance not only for understanding the

etiology of behavior disorders, but also for understanding

the role of anxiety in children. It should be pointed out,

however, that the present research did not constitut'e an em-

piríca1 test of either of these two theories'
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Basic to these two theories is the notion that anxiety

interferes or competes with task-relevant or task-appropri-

ate behavior. trach theory, however, adopts a somewhat dif-

ferent conceptual framework as to the process by which anxi-

ety does so.

Co 1Ve lLe In tat fAn

I"G. Sarason (1975) states that Cognitive Social Learn-

ing Theory attempts to explain thought processes and covert

problem-solving activities that occur before, during and af-

ter overt behavior. He also argues that personality can be

viewed in a cognitive perspective. He states that cognitive

events,,refer to vJays in which a person searches the envi-

ronment for cues, integrates new infor¡nation with old, and

finally makes decisions that eventuate in observable behav-

ior" (p. 28). Cognitive Social Learning Theory conceptual-

izes anxiety as involving two components, a physiological

one related to autonomic reactivity ("emotional"), and the

other a cognitive one ( "worry" ) . According to sarason

(1975), the latter component can be readily infLuenced by

modeling. That is, models are able to shape one's views and

expectancies concerning oneself and others. He argues that

,,significant social models provide the observer not only

with demonstrations of overt responses' but covert ones by

thinking through problems and tactics aloud as well" (p '29) '
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The cognitive component of anxiety ( i.e. worry) has

been investigated in a number of testing or evaluative situ-

ations (f,iebert & Morris, 1967; Mandler & Sarason, 1952;

phil1 ips, Mart in, & Meyers, i972) . According to Morris,

Brown, and Halbert (1977), worry involves conscious concern

about one'S performance and its consequences, negative taSk

expectations, and negative self-eval-uations. Sarason ( 1 975)

views the cognitive efement of anxiety as a type of self-

preoccupation which is characterized by self-awareness '

self-doubt, and self-depreciation. The extent and the type

of self-preoccupation tends to influence the degree to which

a person is receptive to available stimulus information' In

any evaluative or tesLing situation, the highly anxious in-

dividual v¡i11 become self-preoccupied and attend to irrele-

vant internal events rather than task-related, fêlevant

cues. That is, the highly anxious individual seems to at-

tend to his own internaL cues to a greater extent than rele-

vant environmentaL cues.

support for sarason's theory has been provided by wine

(1971), tn a review of the literature with regard to the

effects of anxiety on test performance from a selective at-

tention viewpoint, Wine reported that subjects scoring high

on test anxiety scales responded with personalized, task-ir-

relevant responses and poor performance scores. A number of

investigators suggest that anxiety competes with relevant

externaf cueS, and that this reduces or narrows the individ-

ual's attentional f ield (t'torris et â1., 1977; Easterbrook,
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1959; Lazarus & Averill, 1972), as well as causing focusing

probLems (Ousek, Mêrgler, & Kermis, 1967). A highly test

anxious individual, f or exa.mple, wiII either tend to neglect

or misinterpret informational cues that may readily be

available to him; or he may experience attentional blocks

(Sarason, 1975).

Com nd -Processinq C aoac i tvn¡rtit-ion â TnformationResoons
Model of Anxietv

A second theory of anxiety which also provides some in-

sight j.nto the disruptive effects of anxiety on task per-

formance focuses on the individual's information processing

capacity (HamiLton , 1975; Broadbeni, 1971). FIamilton states

that irrelevant cogniti.ve events, which he terms "anxiety",

compete with task-relevant information. Both types of in-

formation muSt be processed, but since the organism's capac-

ity is Iimited, interference occurs. The final result is a

disruption of behavior. More specifically, Hamilton argues

the following: Anxiety consists of connotative signals pre-

senting information to an organism's cognitive processing

system. The many demonstrated effects of anxiety on percep-

tual, learning, and thinking processes are a result of the

limited capacity of the human information processing appara*

tus. Hamilton formally defines anxiety as "internally gen-

erated cycles of connotative signals elicited by external

stimuli, which a centraf interpreting or appraisal process

codes as requiring avoidancef and as indicating physical
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danger, injury to self-esteem, fêjection and loss of affec*

t ion in val-ued soc ial sett ings aS well as any other conse-

quences that a perSon has learned to be potentiall-y harmfuf"

(p. 50). He suggests that these signals are interpreted as

potentially harmful and unpleasant, occurring as a result of

exposure to adverse circumstances during early development.

More specifically, Hamilton states that anxiety is produced

aS a result of certai.n mother-child interactions' Maternal

responses which are interpreted by the child as emotionally

rejecting, cold, strict, controlling, critical, rigicl, and

lacking in empathy generate anxiety in the chitd.

In a similar vein, Sarason, Davidson, Lighthal1' Waite'

and Ruebush (1960) argue that test anxiety in children oc-

curs as a resuit of constant, critical evaluations by their

parents. Using Hamilton's definition of anxietY, if the in-

ternally generated cycles of connotative signals "do noL ha-

bituate or extinguish over Lhe course of development, a rvide

range of stimuli may continue to produce unpleasant' aver-

sive threatening signals v¡hich can ultimately become over-

differentiated and overelaborated". Thus, in a neutral or

unstressful situation, such self-generated signals become

irrelevant. As the number of self-generated signals in-

creases ( i.e. anxiety), the total amount of information

which must be processed also increases. since there is a

Iimited capacity as to the amount of information which may

simultaneously be processed (Broadbent, 1971), the competing
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information produces an interfering,

behavior.

Now that a general overview of anxietlz and anxiety

theory has been presented, a more detailed discussion of

anxiety is warranted. Anxiety is discussed under the fol-

towing five categories: (a) basic constituents, (b) multidi-

mensionality (c) measurement, (d) effects on various behav-

iors, and (e) relationship to subsidiary variables.

Some Basic Consti l-uents of A xietv

According to Philtips, Mârtin, and Meyers (1972), anxi-

ety can be divided into three basic constituents, namely,

antecedents, concomitanLs, and conSequences. Antecedents

and conseguences can be further conceptualized on two lev-

els, proximal and distal. Let uS consider each of these

const i tuents .

Proximal antecedents of anxiety are those which are im-

mediately and directly responsibte for anxiety reactions'

For example, Some proximal environmentaf antecedents are:

(a) ambiguity concerning the nature of the threat' (b) situ-

ational- constraints, including probable reacLions to the en-

vironment, and (c) the avaitability of increased personal

contacts which enhance the possibitity of mobilization of

resources. Some proximal antecedents of anxiety related to

inclividuals are: (a) degrèe of felt uncertainty in coping
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situation,with the threat, (b)

and (c) the degree of

conflicts engendered in the

intolerance of arnbiguitY.

DistaI antecedents of anxiety are those which contrib-

ute indirectly to anxiety reactions such as responses to

stress conditions, and the threat which is perceived in re-

lation to these condit ions (PhiIlips et a1 " , 1972) , Some

distal antecedents of anxiety are: (a) negative preschool

and early school experiences, and (b) Specific aspects of

the parent-child relationship. The following two hypotheses

have been proposed by sarason et al. (1960) witir regard to

parent-chiId relationships: ( 1 ) The chitd suffers persistent

and critical evaluations by his or her parents, produci¡g

wi¿hin him a sense of hostility. (2) Such hostilitl', coupled

with parental misperception or mishandling of the situation,

produces a conflict situation ultimately leading to a break

(i.e., impairment) in their communication'

According to Philli.ps et al. (1972) , the ma jor conco-

mitants of anxiety fall into two primary cfasses of vari-

ables. One cl-ass includes the phenomenological", physiologi-

cal, and behavioral factors which may be closely associated

with anxiety (i.e., the actual indicators of anxiety). Fac-

tors which are included in the first class are fear, guilt,

emotional instability, blood pressure, facial expression,

and speech difficulties. The second class of concomitants

inciudes factors intimately associated with anxiety, but

not typically considered part of anxiety. Such factors are
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preoccupation with demands of self

or task demands.
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cognitive avoidance, and

rather than situational

A final constituent of anxiety is that related to out-

comes or consequences. As was the case with the antecedents

of anxiety, consequences are aISo categorized into proximal

and distal 1eve1s. Proximal consequences are those which

are directly associat.ed with anxiety and its concomitants

(PhiIiips et â1., 1972). Examples of proximal consequences

are: (a) reduced responsiveness to the environment, (b) in*

terference with a variety of cognitive and mediational pro-

cess, and (c) increased drive or motivationaf level' It is

also apparent that children who differ in their assessed

Ievel of anxiety vary not only in their attentiveness to en-

vironmental stimuli, but also in their interpretation and

use of cues in problem solving (Sarason, 1966; Sarason,

1975; Easterbrook, 1 959 ) .

Distal consequences may best be described as conse-

quences of consequences, and usually depend on the interac-

tion between the consequences of anxiety with situational

demands. According to Phitlips et al.(1972), some examples

of distal consequences are: (a) deterioration in complex in-

tellectual problem solving, achievement' and learning activ-

ities, (b) increased susceptibility to persuasion and the

behavior of models, and (c) increased isolation from others,

coupled with heightened affiliation needs.
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Anx i eL Tw -Di I Var

The above discussion indicates that there is more than

one antecedent and conseguence of anxiety. The present dis-

cussion is concerned with the notion that anxiety itself may

talçe more than one f orm.

Data on the effects of anxiety on behavior are somewhat

inconsistent. Some studies report facilitative effects of

anxiety, but the majority report disruptive and debilitating

effects. In order to underStand such inconsistencies,

Spielberger (1966, 1972) and Izard (1972) argue that inves-

tigators should distinguish between different forms of anxi'-

ety. More specifically, they argue that research must dis-

tinguish between state anxiety and trait anxiety. Johnson

(1968) and Johnson and Spielberger (1968), for example, have

shown that tests of state anxiety seem to measure a differ-

ent type of anxiety than do tests of trait anxiety. More-

over, Cattell ( 1966) and Cattell and Scheier ( 1958, .1961 
)

have clemonstrated that certain factors which comprise state

anxiety are different from those which describe trait anxie-

ty. Let us consider this distinction in more detail.

The term state anxiety is typically apptied when refer-

ring to emctional reactions that are "evoked in individuals

who interpret specific situations as personally threatening"

(Spietberger , 1972, p. 30 ) . It is a transitory emotional

condition that may vary and fluctuate over time. Corre-
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feelings of apprehension, ten-

of the autonomic nervous sys-

Trait anxiety has been defined as relatively stable

individual di f ferences in anxiety-proneness ( Spielberger,

1966). In other words, anxiety as a personality trait im-

plies an acquired predisposition to perceive a variety of

objectivel-y nondangerous circumstances as threatening. Ac-

cording to Endler (1975), those individuals classified as

"trait anxiOuS" perSonalitieS are "SeIf-deprecatory" and

concerned with "fear of failure" (p.1 49) . Cattell ( 1 961 )

suggests that there are further component characteristics of

trait anxiety Such aS "guilt prOneness / " "SuSpiciouSneSS" o

and a "tendency toward embarrassment" (pp. 57 & 182) . Simi-

IarIy, Schalling (1977) argues that anxiety-prone individu-

aIs ( i.e. , those exhibitinq trai.t anxiety) overreact emo-

tiona111r, and are more Sensitive to stressful stimuli than

l-ess anxiety-prone individuals. She states that these sub-

jects have a slower rate of habituation of psychophysiologi-

cal responses to simple stimuli, and have nore difficulty

relaxing after stimulation.

some support for such a notion has been provided by

Malmo (1957). He found that irrespective of stress condi-

tions, patient groups characterized by high leveIs of chron-

ic anxiety showed greater reactivity and wider variabitity

than normals on many different physiological and behavioral

measures.
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Trait factors are presumably infiuenced by such

variables as the biological and constitutional make up of

the individual, as wel-1. as childhood experiences

(SpieIberger, 1966). Specifically, Spielberger argues that

childhood experiences centering around punishment is impli-

cated in the deveJ-opment of trait anxiety. 1n a similar

vein, Sarason et a1. (1960) argue that critical evaluatjons

by parents are the crucial variables in the development of

child.hood anxiety. Some support for Sarasonrs notion has

been demonstrated by KaLz (1967), who found that fathers of

hiqh anxious children were more harsh in their judgements of

their children than fathers of low anxious children.

Since trait anxiety is the major variable of concern in

the present research, some discussion as to the rationale

for its choice over state anxiety seems l¡arranted. Accord-

ing to Stagner (1976), traits are valuabLe constructs for

explaining behavior, and are more powerful in predicting be-

havior than are Situational determinants. The conSistency

of trait measures over time has been demonstrated by such

investigators as Block ( 1971), Robins (1966) ' and Harrell

(1972), BIock (1971 ), for example, demonstrated that traits

iderrtified in childhood had predictive value for the same

individuals ten to twenty years 1ater. SimiIarly, Robins

(1966) found that a combination of aggressive symptoms in

childhood gave a better prediction of adult criminality than

could be obtaj-ned from any single aggressive or delinquent
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act. Stagne r (1976) states further that traits, once estab*

lished, "wiJ-1 determine what situations the person will ap-

proach, what inputs he will perceive,âS reinforcing (and

which ones he will ignore or reject), and what responses

wiIl be emitted in response to experimental instructions or

situational preSsures'r (p. 1 1 B ) . Therefore, it would seem

important as well as interesting to investigate the effects

of a consistent personality variable, such as trait anxi.ety,

rather than another less predictive, transient situational

fornt.

n of in Chil

Let us now consider the measurement of anxiety in chil-

dren. The measurement of children's anxiety seemed to re-

ceive iittle or no empirical attention until the l-atter part

of the 1950s. However, with the modification of the Taylor

Manifest Anxiety ScaIe (taylor, 1953) for use with children,

an impetus for research was generated. As a result, a num-

ber of anxiety scales specifically devised for children ap-

peared (Casteneda, McCandless, & FaIermo, 1956a; Sarason et

â1., 1960; Spielberger, Edwards, Lushene, Monturi, &

platzek, 1972; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978). It wiIl be use-

ful at this point to discuss three scales frequently used by

investigators in order to provide an overview of anxiety

measurement. Also discussed are detaits of the rationale

for the scale used in the present research.
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Test ca Le i ldr ( resc ) and Gene ra 1
Ànx ietv Sc a1e for Chil rl ren GASC The Test AnxietY Scale

for Chitdren (feSC) is specifically designed to assess anxl-

ety in a "test-like" or evafuative situation. (Sarason et

ê1., 1960). The TASC can typically be given in conjunction

with another anxiety scale which is designed to measure an

individuaf 's general level of anxiety. The General Anxi-ety

Scale for Chilclren (CÀSC) is comprised of 45 anxiety items

including a lie scale, whereas the TASC contains 30 items

and no lie scale. Typically, alL questions are read to the

Subjects who respond by choOSing a "yes" or "nO" response on

the answer sheet. A high percentage of "yes" responses on

the TÀSC or GASC denotes a high degree of anxiety'

Children's Manife st Anxietv ca 1e ( c¡,las ) . The cMAs i s

a modified version of an earlier scale initially designed to

investigate anxiety as a drive or motivational state

(raylor, 1953). The original Taylor Manifest Ànxiety ScaIe

consisted of 60 items selected from the Minnesota Multipha-

sic personality Inventory. The modified children's version

consists of 42 anxiety items with an additional 11 items

introduced to provide an index of defensiveness, that is,

the subject's tendency to falsify responses (Casteneda,

McCandless, & Paf ermo, -1956a ) .

The CMAS has been widely used to assess the effects of

tra it anx iety on such var iables as task performance

(Casteneda, PaIermo, & McCandless, 1 956bi Palermo,
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Casteneda, & McCandless, 1956), popularity (McCandlessl

Casteneda, & Palermo, 1 956 ) , percept ion of word phrases

(fitsworth & Amb1e, 1973), reading abitity (Merryman, 1974),

and perceptual rigidity and cfosure (Smock, 1958). Cross-

cultural differences in anxiety have also been investigated

using the CMAS

( Chriu, 1971; ziv & Shauber, 1969) .

Research utilizing the CMAS has yielded test-retest re-

liabilities at about .90 for the anxiety scale, and .70 for

the lie or defensiveness scafe (Casteneda et 41. , 1 956a) '

Bledsoe (1975) also demonstrated the construct validity of

the CMAS across populations of school children. Six hundred

and efeven pupils in grades four through seven from two sub-

urban school-s served as subjects. The 53 individuai re-

sponse items of the 611 pupits were factor analyzed. Such a

procedure yielded tvro separate factors. Factor 1 consisted

of the 42 items identified as the anxiety scale, while fac-

tor 2 consisted of the 11 items originally identified as the

lie scafe.

What I Think and Feel (Wfff'). In reviewing a number of

anxiety scales, Zuckerman and Spielberger (1976) concluded

that the CMAS is a reliable measure of traiL anxiety. How-

ever, a third scale used to assess trait anxiety--one that

seems even more uSeful and was of central- concern in the

present research--is the revised form of the Children's Man-

ifest Anxiety scale labelled, "what I Think and Feel"

(Reynotds & Richmond, 1978).
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In constructing the WITF, a panel of experienced

teachers and clinicians reviewed the 43 anxiety items and 11

lie scale items irrcluded in the CMAS" To counter a criti-

c i sm by teachers rsho inclicated that most Lests of anxiety do

not po11 enough areas of anxiety in children, the revievters

vrere asked to suggest anxiety items not contained in Lhe

original test. Às a result, 20 additional items were in-

cluded in the revised test. The 73 item test was then re*

viewecl by reading specialists in order to reduce problems

associated with word comprehension. The reading l-evel was

subsequentty set at the third grade J-evel, which meant that

the average third grade student could compfete the test

alone. The test was administered to a sample of 329 urban

black and white school aged children randomly selecteo from

grades one through twefve inclusive.

In order to counter a criticism by Flanigan, Peters,

and Conry (1969)--ttrat a number of test items on the origi-

nal CMAS did not meet the criteria for a good test item--the

following two item statistics v¡ere computed for each of the

73 test items: (a) ttre difficulty index, and (b) the biseri-

al correlation of the items to the total test score. The

difficulty index is a statistic used to determine the aver-

age difficulty of each item. Àccording to Flanigan et al.

(1969) a "good" test should contain items of 50 percent dif-

ficulty when corrected for chance. The adoption of such a

procedure, they argue, would discriminate among members of a
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particular group more accurately. In the case of anxiety

tests, for example, âñ item missed by everyone, of one an-

swered correctly by everyone would be of no value in differ-

entiating between high and low anxiety levels. The second

statistic calculated, namely, the biserial correlation of

the test items , yielded a reliability estimate of +.83

(Reynolds & Richmond, 1978). A total of 28 anxiety items

and g lie scale items r,¡ere retained after these two statis-

tics were computed. (Out of these 28 anxiety items 25 were

retained from the original CMAS.) Two lie scale items were

deleted as they failed to correlate significantly with other

lie items. The anxiety scores of the initial sample were

al-so submitted to an analysis of variance with sex of Sub-

ject, race¡ and grade level- as the independent variables'

Only sex of subjecl reached significance, indicating that

f emal-es were more anxious than maleS. These same i.nvestiga-

tors administered the WITtr to a second sample consisting of

167 students in grades 2, 5, 9, 10, and 11. A correla-

tion of +.85 was obtained between the original sample and

this second or cross-validation group.

The construct vatidity of the WITF v¡as also determined

by a factor analytic procedure using the original 329 sub-

jects (Reynolds & Richmond, 1979). Support for the con-

Struct validity of the WITF would be demonstrated if three

factors emerged which vrere consistent with previous research

also reporting three f actors (Finch eL â1. , 1974') . The re-
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sults indicated that the anxiety items could indeed be sepa-

rated into three distinct factors. The first factor corre-

sponded to a physiological manifestation of anxietY, the

second, to a worry and oversensitivity factor, and the

third, to a fear and difficulty of concentration factor'

RecaII that these factors are identical to those identified

by Finch et al. (1974) in the analysis of the original

CMAS. Reynolds and Richmond (1979) also indicated that of

the 15 anxiety items loading on the three factors found by

Finch et al. (1974), 11 items vrere f rom the original CMAS,

and retained in its revised f orm, the I{ITF '

In order to assess the validity of the WITF further,

Reynolds (1980) administered the WITF along with the State-

Trait Anxiety Inventory for Chiloren (Spielberger et aI. ,

1972) to a group of 42 children referred for psychological

evaluation. Support f or the validity of the WITF woul-d be

demonstrated if a Iarge correlation occurred between the

WITF and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children-

Trait Scale, with litt]e or no correlation between the WITF

and t.he STAIC-State Scale, Reynolds found a highly signifi-

cant correlation of +.85 between the WITF and the STAIC-

Trait Scale, and a nonsignificant correlation of +.24 be-

tween the WITF and the STAIC-State Scale. Àlthough Reynolds

and Richmond (1979) have systematically investi-gated the

utility of the WTTF as a measure of anxiety in chil-dren,

they acknowledge that evidence of "direct" validity of the
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WïTF is Iaciiing. They do, however, report three irrterestirrg

results bearing on the validity issue: (a) Twentlz-five of

the 28 anxiety items found on the I{ITF were retained from

the original cMAs. (b) Females displayed a greater degree

of anxiety than males--a finding consistent with previous

research employing the original scale (casteneda et â1.,

1956a ) , aS well as ot.her anxiety scales (Sarason et a1.

1960). (c) There vras a consistent age trend (angelino et

al.n 1955). These results, the authors suggest, are further

indications of the vaiidity of the WITF'

Methodologically,therelativemeritofthel^TTTFaS

compared to the original cMAs is also evident. First, the

WITF includes a number of new anxiety items which pol1 a

Iarger number of anxietl' responses in children' second'

the elimination of possible comprehension problems by read-

ing specialists increases its utility with populations such

as very young children, slow learners, and the mentally re-

tarded. Third, the revised test shows excellent inter-item

and cross-validation reliability. Fourth, the WITF shows

excellent construct validity. FifLh, the WITF represents a

33eo reduction in item length as compared to the CMÀS, and

thus provides greater faciliLy in administration and scor*

ing. ït seems cIear, then, that the best measure of trait

anxiety to use in any investigation with children would be

the VIITF scale.
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In any diScussion of anxietY, one cannot ignore the

fact that sonìe children may not respond to the test ques-

Lions in a candid manner. It is for such a reason that the

lhree anxiety scales previously discussed include a lie or

defensiveness scale. In an investigation of the relation-

ship between anxiety an<1 defensiveness, Baldry and sarason

(1968) report.ed that highly anxious college students in a

stress condition presented a bett-er adjusted picture of

themsel-ves on a social cesirability Scale and personality

inventory than they did under neutraf conditions. À similar

result rvas also reported for children by Lunneborg (1964)'

À number of investigators have reported a consistent

negaiive relationship betrveen test anxiety in children n

measured by the TÀ,sc, and def ensiveness, measured by the Lj'e

Scale f or Children (f,SC) (e.g. Hill & Eaton , 1977 ¡ Sarason

et âI., 1960). Such investigators argue that defensiveness

may affect TAsc scores because children seek to present

themsel-ves in a most favorable wâY, and therefore distort

their responses on the anxiety scafe'

In order to demonstrate whether defensiveness may have

a causal impact on anxiety, or whether anxiety may have a

causal impact on defensiveness, Eaton (1980) employed a

cross-lagged panet design using the combined anxiety scores

and Lsc scores for three groups of subjects. Data from

children in the first group were obtained from a previous

study by HitI and sarason ( 1 966) . Children in the first
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group were initiatly tested in 1960 when they were in grades

three and four and retested in 1962. The second group in-

cluded chitdren in grades three, four, and five who were

tested by Eaton in 1975, and retested in 1976. The final

group of cir j.ldren , also tested by Eaton I were in grades one

through five, initially tested in 1974, and retested in

1975. It was found that the cross-lagged correlations l'¡ere

significantly different. The LSCl-TASC2 correlation was

significantly larger than the TASCl-LSC2 correlation. Eaton

concluded that defensiveness had a stronger influence on

subsequent test anxiety than anxiety had on subsequent de-

fensiveness.

It is interesting to note that the refationship between

anxietl" and defensiveness is not entirely clear ii a trait

measure of anxiety (CUeS) is employed. For example, while

Casteneda et al. (1956a) reported a low insignificant corre-

Iation between Lhe CMAS anxiety items and the lie scale,

Sarason et aI. ( 1 960 ) , using the same scale ' reported a

high, statistically significant correlation between the two'

Since the relationship between defensiveness and trait anxi-

ety as measured by the CMAS is not entirely clear, in any

research examining the relationship between Lrait anxiety

and behavior, defensiveness shoul-d be measured, and consid-

eration given to the necessity of partialing out its ef-

f ects.
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The foJ-lowing and final section on anxiety concerns the

effects of anxietl' on a number of dependent variables' Spe-

cifically, anxiety is discussed with respect to task per-

formance, achievement, social behavior, â9e, intelligence,

and sex of subject. The purposes of this discussion are to

acquaint the reader with important data in the area, and to

highlight the important variables that were controlled or

studied in Lhe Present research.

trf fects nf Ànx r"lv on rl1¡ql¡ Pc r f orman Þ , Achievement, and1

Soc ial Behaviors

As noted before, while some studies have shown that

anxiety has positive effects on performance, the bulk have

shown that it has negative effects. Facilitative effects of

anxiety, for exannple, have been reported for only a small

number of tasks, such as locating embedded figures in a com-

plex drawing (Ruebush, 1960; witkin, Lewis, Hertzman, Mach-

over, Meissner & Wafner , 1954). The majority of investiga-

tors have typically reported negative or disruptive effects

of anxiety on tasks such as paired associate learning (Ste-

venson & odom,1956; Goulet & Mazzei, 1969; verma & Nijhawan'

1976), free recall (¡auel1er, 1976), shorL term memory (Hoag-

es & Spielberger, 1969), problem Solving (Sarason, Davidson,

Lighthalt, and Waiter 1958), and reading ability (Merryman,

1974). It should be pointed out that the debilitating ef-

fects of anxiety have been demonstrated using a variety of

anxiety measures. For example, Merryman (1974) investigated
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the effects of trait anxiety on reading ability. The CMAS

$¡as adnninistered to a group of 180 fifth grade students who

were then given tests of comprehension and vocabulary. It

was found that moderate and low anxiety groups did signifi-

cantly better than high anxiety groups on both tests of com-

prehension and vocabularY.

In a similar vein, Nottelman and Hill (1977 ) investi-

gated the effects of anxiety on performance and off-task be-

havior. Fourth and fifth grade children were initially ad-

ministered the TASC and' on the basis of their obtained

scores, were assigned to either high, medium, or low anxious

groups. All- subjects were then given a number of anagram

tasks to complete. It was found that the highly anxious

group had the lowest performance scores' and exhibited more

off-task glancing than did the low or moderately anxious

groups.

A negative relationship has also been reported between

anxiety and school achievement. McCandless & Casteneda,

(1956) found that of 30 computed correlations between anxie-

ty scores and various achievement areas' only one vras of

zero magnitude, and onl-y one other was positively correlated

and significant at the .05 Ievel. Thirteen out of the re-

maining 28 correlations were negative and statistically sig-

nificant.
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Another study compared underachieving boys with overac-

hieving boys (Kimba11, 1953). One group consisted of boys

wi th high IQs and Lov¡ grades ( underaci:ievers ) ; a second con-

sisted of boys with high IQs and high grades (control

group); a third group included boys with low IQs and hiqh

grades (overachievers)i and the fourth group included boys

with low IQs and low grades (controf group). All subjects

in the four groups were also compared with a randomly se-

l-ected group of 100 boys from the same school. The results

j-ndicated that overachievers shov¡ed a greater amount of anx-

iety than did the controls, âS measured by the Rorschach

test" The level of anxiety of the underachievers did not

differ from that of the normal achievers'

Anxiety is also negatively correlated with various so-

cial behaviors (Sarason et a1., 1960). For example, Dori.s

( 1 959) , employing a sample of fifth and sixth grade chil-

clren, found that those children who were identified as high-

ly anxious on the TASC were self-deprecating, and tended to

blame themsel-ves and others for their personal failures.

Highly anxious children have also been shown to be more de-

pendent than low anxious children (Sarason, 1958). A sig-

nificant positive relationship has also been reported be-

tween school anxiety and hostile and aggressive behavior in

children (pnirlips, Adams, Getts, & McNeil 1969, cited in

phi 11 ips et al . , 1972) . Moreover I a higher inc idence of

maladaptive behavior in anxious boys has also been reported

(Fischer , 1969, cited in Phillips et aI., 1972) '
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The studies di scussed above indicate overafl that

anxiety can disrupt or interfere with behavior in a number

of domains, including performance on various tasks, achieve-

ment, and social- functi.oning. They therefore attest to the

generai validity of anxiety theory, and suggest that anxiety

would have a negative effect on the perception of emotion.

The Relati onshin Between Anxietv and SubsidiarY Variables

A number of var iables extraneous to those of i-mmediate

incerest may interact with anxiety and influence resul-ts.

It wiIl be useful at this poi.nt to examine how these vari-

aLrles--chronological â9€, intelligence, and sex of'

subject--might affect resufts, and what could be done to

deai with them.

Chronolooical Aqe. while some of the results with re-

Spect to the relationship between anxiety and age are con-

fticting, a definite pattern does emerge. Some researchers

investigating the rel-ationship between anxiety and chronofo-

gical age in children have reported that anxiety increases

between the ages of 6 and 12 years (Thompson' 1965i Sarason,

1959). Other investigators employing subjects between the

ages of 12 to 14 have found no significant relationship be-

tween anxiety and age (Itijhawan, 1972), A study which might

provide an explanation for such results v¡as undertaken by

Àngelino, DoIIin, and Mech (1956). They reported that in a

sample of children ranging in age from 9 to 18 years, fear
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to 18 yêars of age.
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a general increase

and even decline uP

Some conflicting resuLts have been reported with regard

to the relationship between anxiety and grade l-evel. while

Casteneda et a1. (1956a) reported no signif icant relation-

ship between anxiety and boys and girls irr grades 4, 5, and

6, Bledsoe (1g73) found that fourth grade girls and sixth

grade boys r{ere more anxious than fourth grade boys and

sixth grade girls. In a similar vein, Manley and Rosemier

("i972) examined the developmental trends in general anxiety

as weLl aS test anxiety among junior and senior high school

students (grades 7 through 12 inclusive). White a signifi-

cant relationship vtas found between grade fevel and "test

anxiety" , DO signi f icant relationship was found between

grade level and "general anxiety". While they reported a

consistent decline in test anxiety for both boys and girIs,

the girls did not exl¡ibit a similar pattern of decline as

the boys. while the boys exhibited a steady pattern of de-

cline from the seventh to twelfth grades, the girls exhibit-

ed a more uneven decline. According to Manley and Rosemier

(1972) "significant drops in test anxiety for gír1s v¡ere

noted between qrade B and 9 and between 10 and 11 with an

intermediate resurgence between grades 9 and 10" (p. 224).

In overview, the data suggest that anxiety increases from 6

to 12 years of age. Àfter 12 years' anxiety level seems to

remain constant or declines s1ight1y.
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Since there is a positive relationship between anxiety

and age Or grade IeveI, it seems necessary that research in

the area should pay attention to the grade fevel of the sub-

ject. This could be done either by including age in the de-

sign, of more simply, by focusing on an age level for which

anxiety effects would most likely be found.

I ntell 1 oence . Data regarding the effects of anxiety on

intelligence are equivocal. Although Some studies reporL no

significant refationship between anxiety and intelligence

(Trent, 1g57; McCandless & casteneda 1956; Merryman, 1974),

others report a significant negative reLationship between

the two ( sarason et âl . , 1 960; Kerr ick, -1 956 ) . As welI, a

number of investigators have reported an interaction between

anxiety and intelligence, with anxiety facilitating per-

formance at upper leveIs of intetligence, but disrupting

performance at Iower leve1s (Spielberger, 1966; Denny, 1966;

Verma & Nijhawan, 1976). Since there seems to be some rela-

tionship between anxiety and intelligence, albeit a complex

one, research in the area should take intelligence into

consideration by measuring it, and considering the need to

partial it out.

Sex of Subiect. Investigators using a variety of anxi-

ety measures have typically reported a positive relationship

between anxiety and sex. That is, in the majority of stud-

ies, females typically have obtained higher anxiety scores

than males ( sarason et âf. , 1 960; Casteneda et âI. , 1 956a;
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Maccoblz & Jacklin, 1974; Manley & Rosemier, 1972; Reynolds 6,

Richmond, 197B; Douglas & Rice, 1979; Nijhawan, 1972). One

interpretation for, the higher anxiety Ievel in females is

thatthelzfinditeasj.ertoexpressanxietyaSitisare-
flection of their femininity (Sarason et 41., 1960) ' What-

ever the cause, it seems clear that research should include

sex of subject âs a factor in the design'

Perce t ion of t-ion and i t.s Role in the Behav i. or of
Children and Adults

Àccording to Reardon (1971), mants abitity to appraise

what another individual desires, feels, and may do is essen-

tial for effective interpersonal relations. 1n other words,

an individual rnust be able to perceive the emotions of those

around him in order that he may respond appropriately. Emo-

tionS may be communicated via a person's facial features

(nuck ,1975; lzard , 1971; Levitt n 1964) , his body motion

(Fast, 1970; Dittman, 197B), and his speech or voice (Oitt-

manf 1972). The impetus for the experimental examination of

the perception of emotion comes from such fields as clinical

psychology, where abnormal communication patterns have long

been considered indicative of behavior disorders (Bateson,

Jackson, Ha1ey, & Weakland, 1956; Bugental, Love, Kaswan' &

April, 1971).

Before aspects of the perception of emotion are dis-

cussed further, definitionS of components of speech commu-

nication are warranted. Soskin (1953) has suggested that
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voice messages can be conceptualized into two distinct

channels, the verbaÌ and the vocal. The verbal channel is

responsible for the transmission of '¿ariouS aspects of

speech such as words and phrases which define the semantic

message ( i.e., content of speech). The vocal channel is

responsible for the transmission of various aspects of

speech which convey such information aS voice quality, into-

nation, and rhythm, and seems to have a greater impact on

affective communication than does the verbal channel.

When stimuli are simultaneously presented to two chan-

nels I a "multiple message" is produced (Mehrabian & Wiener'

1967). In the case of the present research, the two chan-

nels of interest v¡ere the verbal and the vocaf speech chan--

nels (Reference is made to other communication chanrrels such

as the visual channeÌ and the brody channel, where appropri-

ate. ) l¿uttiple emotional messages are categorized here as

either congruent, incongruent, or conflicting. A "congruent"

message occurS when emotional messages presented to both

channels are the Same. For example, a happy verbal state-

ment which is conveyed in a happy vocal tone of voice is

considered cOngruent. An "incOngruent" message occurS when

the emotional message presented in the two channels are dis-

similar but not opposite. For example, when a happy state-

ment is said in a neutral or loving tone of voice, the mes-

sage is incongruen|. À "conflicting" message is defined as

one which conveys an opposite meaninq in the two channels.
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voice constitutes a

aA

statement ctlmmunicated in a sad tone of

conflicting message.

Two further concepts which need to be defined in rela-

tion to speech communication are the encoding and decoding

abitity of individuals. Encoding is defined as the ability

of an individual co transmit cues which can be effectively

discriminated by others, while decoding is defined as the

ability to interpret or discriminate among Lhese cues (Zuck-

erman I Lipets, Koivumaki & Rosenthal, 1975ì Zaidel &

Mehrabian, 1969). To date, a vast body of literature has

accumulated on the encoding and decoding of emotiona] mes-

sages via the vocal channel (e.9., Davitz & Davitz, 1959¡

starkweather, .1956a, 1956b; Soskin & Kauf f man , 1961 ; zucker-

man, Lipets, Koivumaki & Rosenthal, 1975; Mehrabian & Fer-

ris, 1967). For a review of the topic' see Butchard (1983).

Procedures and results of such studies are outlined below

where appropriate.

It should be pointed out here that studies investigat-

ing the perception of emotion in speech have t1'pically fo-

cused on the vocal channel only. Emotional content pre-

sented via the verbal channel has been held constant. A

number of different techniques have been employed in order

to negate the emotional messages presented through the ver-

bal channel. The most typical methods have been: (a) the

use of a constant, ambiguous set of words (".g., Fairbanks,

1g4O), (b) the use of efectronic filtering ("'g', Soskin &
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Kauffman, 1961¡ Starkweather, 1956a, 1956b), and (c) the use

of a J-anguage f oreign to the listener (e.g', Kramer, 1964) '

Again, for a review, see Butchard (1983) ' Usually, it may

be noted here, such experiments have indicated that subjects

are capable of discriminating the emotion carried solely by

tone of voice. However' since the majority of studies de-

signed to investigate the perception of emotion in speech

have typically focused on one channel only, it is still un-

clear how simultaneous, multichanne] communication may af-

fect chi ldren.

An examination of the effects of mul-tiple emotional

messages on behavior in children is clearly important' It

may provide some insight into maladaptive and abnormal be-

havior ( Bateson et âf . , 1 956; Weakland , 1960; Beakel &

Mehrabian, 1969). To date, much of the theoretical specu-

Iation concerning the rel-ationship between the ability to

decode multiple emotional messages and abnormal behavior

such as schizophrenia has focused on adults. If one could

extrapolate this theory to include children, the importance

of such research becomeS relevant from a developmental per-

Spective. Moreover, previouS research in the area has pro-

vided only minimal consideration of the importance of spe-

cific personality variables such as trait anxiety in the

decoding of multiple emotional messages'

The

the role

mult iple

point is, then, that it would be useful- to examine

of anxiety in childrens' ability to discriminate

emotional- messages in order to provide needed in-
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formation in the area, and thus possibly provide some in-

sight into the relationships among personality, communica-

tion, and pathotogy. To elaborate on this point--which

formed the basis for the presenl research--Iet uS now con-

sider research on multichannel communication, the relation-

ship between perception of emotion and anxiety leveJ-, and

other variables of interest.

n MuIt ich mm n icat

Studies of multichannef communication have employed

diverse methodologies, and yielded a variety of effects.

Olsen (1967 ) for exampler presented children with 2?. in-

congruent and I congruent messages. The children were asked

to describe what each speaker was feeting and what Ìre was

attempLing to convey to the subject. He found that children

responded to the verbal channel of a rnultiple emotional- mes-

sage and discounted Lhe vocal channef.

Koburger (1977) investigated the encoding and decoding

skills of children by having them carry out three tasks.

In task one, each child encoded friendly, neutral, and un-

friendly single channel- messages in the facial and vocal

channels. In task two, they decoded friendly, neutraf,. and

unfriendly single channel messages in the facial and vocaL

channefs produced by two adult males. In task three, they

were asked to decode two types of inconsistent emotional

scenes. The first consisted of either a friendly face,
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neutral statenìent, and unfriendly voice; and the second, uñ-

friendly face, neutral statement, and friendly voice. It

was found that children decoded inconsistent messages ac-

cording to thre visual channel, and disregarded the vocal

channel.

Mehrabian and Wiener (1961 ) investigating inconsistent

multiple messages transmitted via the verbal and the vocal

channels, combined three Ievels of meSsage content, namely,

positive, neutral, and negative with three levels of tone of

voice, namely, positive, neutral, and negative ' Except for

the positive conLent positive affect, neutral content

neutral affect, and negalive content - negative affect con-

ditions, all other conditions were inconsistent ( i 'e' in-

congruenL or conflicting). lnitially in their study' a num-

ber of words was rated on a scale from -6 (most negative) to

+6 (most positive) by one sample of undergraduate sLudents'

.As a result of the procedure, a total of 9 stimulus words

were selected (g positive, 3 neutral, and 3 negative). Two

female speakers then tape recorded each of the 9 words in

either a positive, neutral, or negative tone of voice,

yielding a total of 54 stimuli. Subjects in a second sample

of undergraduates vrere divided into three groups, and pre-

sented with the stimuli. They vfere instructed tc attend ei-

ther to the content of the messages, oI to the tone of

voice, or to a combination of the content and tone of voice

of the messages. The subjects were t,otd to imagine each of
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t.he words as being said by the speaker to another person,

and were then asked to judge the speaker's attitude toward

that person. The subjects were to rate the speaker's atti-

tude toward the second person on a scale from -3 (negative)

to +3 (positive) for each message. It was found that a po-

sitive or negative tone caused subjects to rate the message

as positive or negative respectively, when t'he subjects $¡ere

instructecl to listen to tone. A similar effect occurred for

content when the subjects $rere instructed to listen to the

content only. Howeverf the vocal channel had a greater im-

pact on the subjects' interpretation of the total message

than did the verbal channel. That is, when subjects were

asked to listen both to the content of the message and to

the tone of voice¡ significant results r¡ere found for tone

of voice. No significant results were found for content of

message under this condition.

Mehrabian and Ferris (1967 ) used a similar design to

that of Mehrabi.an and Wiener (1967 ) to examine the ef f ects

of nonverbal communicatioh on subjects' ability to infer the

attitudes of a speaker. Facial stimuli consistinq of photo-

graphs and recorded vocal stimuli were prejudged as neg-

ative, neutral, or positive. Twenty female undergraduate

students then rated the combined facial-vocal stimuli '

Mehrabian and Ferris found that both the facial and vocal

emotional information affected the subjects' ability to in-

fer attitudes about the speaker. They showed that the fa-
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cial and vocal information did not interact, but rather,

that the facial component had a stronger effect than the vo-

cal component. The information presented by the facial and

the vocal channels combined in a Iinear function with the

facial component receiving approximately 3/2 the weight re-

ceived by the vocal component. The results partially Sup-

port their previous findings (tøehrabian & Wiener, 1g67) in-

dicating the importance of the vocal channel in

communication.

In a similar vein, Bugental, Kaswan, and Love (1970a)

investigated the effects of conflicting messages in the vis-

ual, vocal, and verbal channeis in children and adults' A

set of videotaped messages r.¡as produced by male and female

actors (graduate students and professors within the Depart-

ment of Psychology). The messages contained conflicting in-

puts (friendly or unfriendly) in the verbal, vocal, and vis-

ual channels. There were 4 messages which represented each

channel combination for a total of 32 stimuli. A group of

children aged 5 to 12 years and their parents were included

as subjects in the study. Each subject saw and rated 4 mes-

sages representing one combination of channel inputs, (e"g'

positive verbal, negative vocaf, and negative visual). A

significant decoder age difference was found with one type

of message only. That is I a message in which the female

speaker smiled but made critical statements in a negative

tone of voice (a type of joking) vtas rated as more negative
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by children than by adults. A further result was that

messages were rated as negative if either the verbal or the

vocaf component was negative. Thus, a positive input in one

auditory channel was discounted if the other channel was

negative" For example, íf a joking type of message which

was negative in both the verbal and the vocal channels but

positive in the visual channel (smiling) was compared with a

sarcastic type of message which was negative in one channel

only (voice), no difference in the ratings of these types of

messages was observe,J. The invest igators also reported that

in general, the facial expression of the speaker carried

more weight in the resoluLion of conflicting messages than

the auditory channels. In a second study, Bugental et a1'

(1970b) found that for young children as compared to adufts,

the visual channel had Less impact on their' ability to de-

code mul-tip1e emotional messages than the vocal or verbaf

channetrs. This effect was significant onJ-y for perception

of women's smiies.

In order to examine the effects of the inconsistency

between verbal and vocal channels as a function of potential

credibility cues of the two channels further, Bugental

(1974) employed spontaneous messages rather than "acted"

messages. She argued that the weight assigned to vocal in-

torration would be greater the more naLural or sincere the

voice. Moreover, the weignt assigned to content would be

greater the more evaluatively moderate (as opposed to ex-
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treme) ttre conlent was. The messages were comprised of nat-

ural conversational units between a group of mothers and

their "disturbed" children, and a second group of mothers

who interacted with their "normal" children. The children

vrere all of elementary school- age. The messages were drawn

from an existirrg Ìibrary of videotaped family interactions,

and presel-ected by the invest igator aS being ei.ther evalua-

tively positive or negative in verbal content, and positive

or negative in intonation. The messages contained high or

Iow potential credibiJ.ity cues within the verbal channel, as

well as high or low potentiaÌ credibility cues within the

vocaL channel-. Potential content credibility cues within

the verbal- channel were defined on the basis of evafuative

extremeness, as rated by a group of undergraduate students.

Potential credibility cues for intonation were defined by

the congruence between the speaker's intonation and facial

expression, afso as rated by undergraduate Students. It

should be noted that the judges rating the final speech

stimuli did not see facial expressions as they were used

only as a voice-credibility index.

Several- results are worth noting. Voice spontaneity or

naturalness of delivery was significantly related io voice

credibility. In other words, Spontaneous voices were de-

scribed as more credible. It was found that intonation re-

ceived greater weight if there vrere hiqh cues to credibility

within the vocal channel. That is, "if the speaker had an
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unpol i shed, spontaneous deI ivery the approval- or di sapprovaJ-

v¡ithin the voice is believed no matter what'.he individual

is saying" (nugentaÌ, 1974, pp. 1 30-1 31 ) . Bugental referred

to this process aS "channel discounting". Her results

shorved that i f the intonat ion waS. convinc ing, the content

waS disregarded. Flowever, when the intonation was not con*

vincing, the two channels interacted and the subjects dis*

regarded either the positive or negative implications of the

rnessage. Bugental (1974) referred to such an effect as a

"univalent-di scount ing process. tl

A number of studies have indicated that the dominance

of particul-ar channels over others is depenOent upon the

iype of emotional dimension being conveyed. Mehrabian

(i97t) examined t,he circumstances under which positive and

negaLive inconsistent communications were preferred over po-

sitive and negative consistent communications. He began by

rating sentences as positive to negative on a +3 to -3

scafe. These statements were then recorded with intonations

varying from strongly negative to strongly positive. In

four experiments he had subjects imagine that they were com-

municating these messages Lo anoLher person. They also im-

agined that these conversations occurred in varying social-

siLuations which varied in formality. For examplef one

group of social situations was as follows: (1) liking of the

addressee, (2) degree of conflict and irritation between the

communicator and the addressee' and (3) the pleasantness of

the addresseers behavior toward the communicator' He found
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that j-n all situations subjects preferred consistent

messages over inconsistent mesSageS. The subjects also

showed a preference for negative inconsistent messages (neg-

ative vocal-positive verbal components) as compared to posi-

tive inconsistent messages (positive vocal-negative verbal

components)" According to Mehrabian(1970), the verbal com-

ponent of an inconsiStent message conveys "evaluative atti-

tudes t.oward the actions of the addressee" while the vocal

component conveyS "evaluative attitudes toward the perSon of

the Speaker". Generally, if the subject is asked to deter-

mine how a speaker feels personally about Lhe subject, a

greater reliance is placed on the vocal information rather

than the r¡erbal inf ormation.

In a similar vein, LoCastro (1972) found that particu-

lar channefs of communication vrere more sensitive to certain

emotions than others. For example, he found that the verbal

and the vocal channels, as opposed to the facial channel,

were rnore influential in determining a person's choice of an

emotional message when emotional meSsages such aS anger and

love were conveyed. He also found that the vocal and the

facial channels were more influential than the verbal chan-

ne1 in a person's choice of a message when emotions such aS

sadness and joy were conveYed.

The effects of content and intonation on perception of

verbal evaluative feedback was investigated by Solomon and

Yaeger (1969a). CoIIege students heard a number of taped
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evaluations ( i.e. , "reinforcerstt ) representing three levels

of content (positive, neutral, and negative) and three Iev-

eIs of intonation (pleased, indifferent, and displeased) .

AIl subjects rated each reinforcer on three 5-point scales,

with each scale ranging from very negative Lo very positive.

The subjects rated each reinforcer with respect to its mean-

ing concerning (a) the adequacy of the performance of the

child, (b) tf¡e ieelings of the child, and (c ) the speaker's

feelings'.oward the child. It was found that the content of

the reinforcer waS more influentiaI in judgements of "objec-

ti.ve" meaning ( i.e. , Pêrf ormance) , and only moderately in-

fluential for judgemenLs about the recipient's ieelings.

Intonation, however, carried more weight when judgements

about the speaker's liking for the recipient was concerned.

The above studies show that messages presented in dif-

ferent channels can infl-uence subjects' behavior in more

than one wôy, depending on such factors as the negativity

and credibilit.y of vocal or verbal messages. One reasonably

consistent finding seems to emerge, however: when a multiple

message is presented to subjects, they tend to focus on one

channel, and io disregard another. This finding suggests

that the presence of information in one channel may inter-

fere with the ability to process information in another.

Thus, having a different emotional message in one channel

may detract from the accuracy with which a message is dis-

criminated in another channef.
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A sj-milar interpretation of the available data tvas of-

fered by Butchard (1983). On the basis of his interpreta-

tion of the dat.a, Butchard hypothesized that discrimination

of multiple emotional messages in the vocal and verbal chan-

nels would decrease with increasing dissimilarity of the

messages in each channel. To test this hypothesis, Butchard

(1983) presented chitd and adutt subjects with a number of

congruent and noncongruent emotional messages. All messages

were presented via the verbal and the vocal channels. That

i s, happy, sad, angry, Joving, and neutral statements l'¡ere

stated in happy, sad' angry, loving, and neutral tones of

voice. The subjects were asked to indicate the intended

emotion by choosing a stick figure representation of the

emotion. These stick figure representations were similar to

those developed by Dimitrovsky (1964). He found that accu-

racy of discrimination decreased in both the vocal and ver-

ba] channels as the messages became more dissimilar.

His results, in conjunction with the others discussed

previously, therefore suggest that multiple messages do in

f act interf ere with individual-s' abilit.y to process inf orma-

tion. That is, similar or congruent messages do not tax a

subject's processing capacity, and therefore allow good dis-

crimination. Dissimilar or noncongruent meSsageS, however,

present cornpeting information from two different channels,

reducing a subject's ability to process aIl the information

present, and thus interfere with discrimination. To put the

notion in slightty different terms, the more dissimilar mes-
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sages in two channels become, the more unclear or ambj'guous

they becc¡me, and the more difficult to discriminate. The

information processing deficits caused by the ambiguity of

mixed messages, in combination with the deficits caused by

high anxiety, might thus produce very strong interference

with discrimination of multipte messages indeed'

Anxiet an<1 the AbiI i t-v t-o Decod Emot i ona l- ssâoe s

The purpose of the present section is bo show how anxi-

ety and the perception of emotion seem to be related. In-

ferences about the relationship might be drawn from various

Sources. Data are available, fot example, Oñ decoding abil-

ity as a function of such personality variables as social

desirability (Cunningham , 1977 ¡ Mehrabian, 1970i Zaj deI 6'

Mehrabian, 1969 i Sol-omon & Yaeger, 1 969b) , neurot ic ism and

extraversion (Cunningham, 1977), and locus of control (Solo-

mon & Yaeger, 1969b). For the sake of brevity, however, Iet

us focus on studies bearing directly on anxiety itself.

In all |he studies discussed thus far it is not really

known how another individual's verbal behavior is perceived

by the anxious child. It is qui.te possible that the poor

perf ormance typically exhibi t.ed by an anxious chi ld might be

related to his ability to perceive emotional messages'

transmitted via the face, the body, at the voice. For exam-

p]e, a high degree of anxiety may cause a child to misj-nter-

pret the intended emotion presented in the visual or either
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of the auditory channels. The following studies imply that

this is indeed Lhe case.

sarason, Kestenbaum, and smith (1972) reported that the

type of interview to which high and low anxious individuals

(adults) were subjected affected later taslç performance.

Spec i f icaJ-1y, sub jects in one group vtere interviewed about

their aLtitude toward and experiences in testing situa+'ions

(test Anxiety Interview). Subjects in a second group were

interviewed concerning life ât, and the "characterrr of,

their university (Campus Interview). Subjects in both

groups had been preselected on the basis of their anxiety

scores with the top 16 percent of the distribution designat-

ed aS high anxious and the bottom 16 percent as low anxious.

ÀfLer the interview, Subjects were given a serial learning

task. lt was found that the Campus Interview had a positive

effect on the subjects'performance regardless of their anx-

iety level (i.e. they made fewer errors on the serial- task).

The Test Anxiety Interview, however, had a negative effect

on the high but not the low anxious subjects, with the high

anxious subjects making more errors. It seems reasonable to

suggest that particular emotional statements (e.9. inter-

views ) can negat ively af fect later performance ' espec iaIly

in highly anxious subjects.

It is interesting to note that Shands ( 1 954 ) ,

theoretical article, has suggested that the interfering

fects of anxiety on performance ( i.e. , the selection

In a

ef-

of
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"possible patterns of behavior" ) may be minimi-zed whenever a

situation includes a supportive individuat. That is, anxie-

ty can be relieved whenever a situation includes a suppor-

tive individual on whom the anxious person may depend for

cues aS to the appropriate behavior required by a situation'

Solomon and Yaeger (1969b) investigated perception of

verbal reinforcers ( i . e. verbal evaluative feedback ) in

fourth grade children aS a function of four personality fac-

tors, namely, anxiety, locus of control, need for approval,

and need for achievement. Each subject took part in two

counterbalancecl exper imental sess ions . These sess i ol-ls were

designed to obtain the subjects' perception of recorded ver-

bal evaluations (reinforcers). The verbal reinforcers in-

cluded three categories of content, namely, positive, neu-

tra1, and negative, and three leveIs of intonation, namely,

pleased, indi f ferent , and di spleased. There were four di f-

ferent Statements for each content level. À total of 36

statements were generated (+ statements x 3 categories of

content x 3 levels of intonation). The statements were pre-

sented in two different sessions. The first session l'¡as de-

Signed to Obtain measures of perception in a "vicarious" re-

inforcement situation. That is, the reinforcers I^¡ere not

directed to the children themselves. In the second or "di-

rect" Session, the reinforcers vrere given in response to the

subjects'performance. In the "vicarious" Situation, the

subjects were told that Lhey would hear some comments made
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by a teacher to an art cfass. They were instructed that af-

ter hearing each one they would be asked to answer three

questions, each wi.th f ive possible answers. The f irst gues-'

tion asked was "What did the teacher mean?....fhe drawing is

: (1) very bad, (?') sort of bad, (3) so-so, (4) pretty good,

( 5 ) very good. " The second quest ion asl(ed vras ' "FIow does

the child f eel?....He f eel-s: (1) very unhappy.... (5) very

happy." The third question asked was, "Does the teacher

like or dislike the child?....rhe teacher : (1) disl-ikes him

very much. . . . ( 5 ) 1i kes him 'rery much. "

In the "direct" si.tuation, Lhe subject was seated in

front of an apparatus, and asked to guess the correct button

to press on a particul-ar trial in response to a signa]

J.ight. trach time the signal light appeared, the subject

pressecl one of three buttons which produced a tape recorded

"comment" (i.e. reinforcer) about his choice. Folloviing the

"comment" the Subject had to press a "right" Or "wrong" but-

ton to indicate his evaluation of his performance on that

tr ial .

It \.¡as found that in the "vicarious" situation, the

more anxious children were equally sensi.tive to intonation

and content for questions one and two ( i.e. teacherrs in-

tent, and the child's feelings respectively). The less anx-

ious chilclren, however, were more Sensicive to the content

of the statement than to intonation. For question three,

representing the teacher's feeling toward the child, the
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higtr and low anxious children were more sensitive to into-

nation than the moderately anxious children. Ànxiety did

not affect the subjects' perception of the three questions

in the "direct" situation. It v¡as found that children with

high scores on the locus of control scale responded to ques-'

tion one (teacher's intent) in the "vicarious" situation

more positively t.han those with lorv Scores " Locus of con-

trol !¡as found to be linearly related to judgements in the

"direct" situation. The investigators concluded that enx*

ious children pay attention both to content and to intona-

tion in order to avoid unpleasant outcomes, while less anx-

ious children feel safe in depending on content to deLermine

the meaning of emotional evaluations'

In a similar vein, Sogon (1975) invesLigated the ef-

fects of manifest anxiety on the ability of adult judges to

decode emotional- messages. Subjests were initially adminis-

tered the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (UaS), and on the

basis of their scores vfere assigned to high, medium, and low

categories of anxiety. The top 10 percent of the distribu-

tion of scores was designated as high anxious' while the

bottom 10 percent was designatecl aS low anxious. Subjects

scoring aL t.he mean of the MAS were assigned to the medium

category of anxiety. Four subjects were included in each of

the three anxiety groups, and were designated as "expres-

SerSrr. Each subject in the expresser groups repeateC. a

standard ( i.e. neutral) statement while expressing one of
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f ive emot ions: gr ief , anger , indi f ference, love, and con-

tempt. A second sample of subjects was also divided into

high, medium, and l-ow anxiety groups. These three groups

acted as judges and were asked to discriminate which of the

five emotions v¡as being communicated. Sogon reported that

the high MÀS judges had a l-ower percentage of correct dis-

criminations across al-l- emotions than did the low or medium

anxious judges. The data further suggested that highly anx-

ious judges had a lower percentage of correct judgements

when decoding positive emotions such as fove. These results

seem to be consistent with other studies indicating that

negative emotions are more easily decoded than positive emo-

tions (Oimitrovsky, 1964; Fenster, BIake-Klebanoff , & Gold-

stein, 1977). These data also suggest that as anxiety l-evel

increases, perception of emotion suffers.

From the previous discussion i.t is evident that percep*

tion of verbat stimuli can affect later performance, espe-

cially in the highty anxious individual. The main concern

of the present research was to examine the ability of young

children to discriminate multiple emotional messages as a

function of |heir general or trait anxiety. Such an inves-

tigation was worthwhile for two reasons. First, it could

provide a cl-earer understanding of some of the inconsisten-

cies which are present in the developmental Iiterature re-

garding aural communication. Second, the bulk ot the re-

search on speech communication examining the relative

importance of one channel over another has not really con-
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sidered personality variables, particularly anxietY, in

childrens' ability to discriminate mixed messages of differ-

ent tlzpes. The need for such an investigation seems clear.

AS was suggested in the section describing anxiety re-

seârch, a number of variables extraneous to those of immedi-

ate interest may have an undesired effect on the discrimina-

tion of emotion. Since the present study was specifically

concerned with how children discriminate or decode mul-tiple

emotional messages in speech, it witt be worthwhile to exam-

ine how four variables--sex of encoderr Sêx of decoder,

chronological age, and intelligence--mi.ght affect results'

and what could be done to take them into account '

sex of Encoder. while a number of sLudies have indi--

cated that the encoding of vocally transmitted emotional

messages is affected by the Sex of the encoder

(Oimitrovsky, 1964ì Zaidel & Mehrabian, 1969; Bugental, Kas-

wan, Love & Fox, 1970; Reardon, 1971; Reardon & Amatea,

1973), others report no significant sex differences in en-

coding ability (Levy, 1964¡ Zuckerman et ê1., 1975) althougtr

Bugent.al et 41., (1970) and Reardon (1971 ) reported that fe-

males are betier encoderS than maLes, Zãidel & Mehrabian

(1969) reported that females vrere better at encoding only

negative emotions. Reardon and Amatea (1973) found that
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e¡notional vocal expressionS presented by male SpeakerS v¡ere

viewed as having more negatively, more socially controlled,

ancl l-ess active meanings than expressions presented by fe-

male speakers.

Buck (1975) examined the non-verbal encoding ability of

young chi-ldren in the visual- channel-. Mal-e and femafe sub-

jects aged 4 to 6 years were presented with a series of

emotionally loaded color slides while they were observed by

their mothers via a hidden camera. videotapes of the chil-

clren were later observed by grOups of undergraduate stu-

dents" He reported that yourrg children vrere able to "send"

non-verbal information via the visual channel. There v¡as no

overafl seli differences in sending ability'

Since there is

on sex differences

topic should tal<e 5ex of speaker into account.

Sex of Ðecoder. A number of studies have also indicat-

ed that femafes are more accurate in decoding expressions of

feeling than males (oimitrovsky, 1964. zaidel & Mehrabian,

1969; Rearcon , 1g71). Cunningham (1977) , for example, rê-

ported that women were better judges of emotion across the

visual, vocal, and verbal channels of comrnunicaiion. other

investigators, however, have reported no signiiicant rela-

tionship between sex of decoder anO perception of emotion

(ievy, 1964; Vtestbrook, 1974a, 1974b), Westbrook (1974b),

some ambiguity in the results of

in encoding abi I itY, research

studies

on this
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in her investigation of sex dífferences in the perception of

emotiorr, included male and female subjects ranging in age

from eighteen Lo fifty year5. She required them to write

down what they savr af l-er a f i f teen second exposure to each

of nine photographic slides. The slides showed two or three

males anð,/or females interacting with varying degrees of ex-

pression on their faces. The number of words each subject

v¡rote <lown implying f eeJ- ing or emot ion which modi f ied these

interactions was recorded. An identical procedure was also

carried out for auditory emotional cues. It was found that

there were no overall sex differences in the subjects' per-

ception of emotion. Furthermore, neither sex vras more accu-

rate in decocling particular emotions expressed by the same

or opposite sex. Since Some of the resufts with respect

sex differences and the ability to perceive emotion

equivocaf, investigators shoutd consider the sex of the

coder as well as the sex of the encoder in any research'

chronoloq i ca I Aqe. According to many investigators,

even at early ages children are able to communicate using

nonverbal cues (starkweather, 1961¡ Buck, 1975; Bates, Ca-

maiomi & Volterra, 1975; Kaufman, 1977). Gates (1927 ) trad

one adult speaker recite the alphabet frc'm A to K while ex-

pressing emotions such as happiness¡ unhappiness, anger'

f ear r Surprise, def iance, and pir-y. The recordings of these

emotions v¡ere then presented to a number of subjects select-

ed from grades 3 to I inclusive. The results showed that

to

are

de-
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the ability to identify these emotions correctly steadily

increased with the age of the subject. Dimitrovsky (1964)

had rnal-e and female speakers recite a standard paragraph

while they expressed anger, happiness, Iove, ot sadness.

The recordings were then presented to children between the

ages of 5 and 12 years who had to choose which "stick fig-

ure" represented the emotion being presented. She found a

gradual but steady increase in the ability to identify the

appropriate response correctly as the age of the subject in-

creased. Similarl-y, Kaufman (1976) in a study investigating

the influence of the verbal and the vocaf channefs as a

functj.on of âge, presented congruent and incongruent messag-

es to children ranging in age f rom 2 1/2 to 7 years. She

found that the infl-uence of the vocal channel (tone of

voice) decreased with age. In addition, she found that the

influence of the verbal channel (semantic content) increased

with age.

A number of studies have also shown that as the child

becomes older, more credence in decision makj.ng is given to

the vocal channel. Recall for example Butchard's (1983) in-

vestigation, which included subjects 7, 9, 11, and 23 years

of age. It was found that accuracy of decoding multiple

emotional messages presenLed in the vocal channel increased

with age although the opposite s¡as found for the verbaf

channel. Similar effects have been found by such investiga-

tors as olsen (1967), Solomon and Al-i (1972), and Solomon

and Yaeger ( 1 969b) .
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It is interesting to note that some research has shown

that the ability of young children to perceive emotion is

not only dependent upon the ability of the encoder to trans-

mi t emot ional messages, but also upon the relat j.onship be-

tween the chitd and the encoder (Oaley, Abramovitch, & Plin-

êf ¡ 1980; Abramovitch, 1977). DaJ.ey et al. (1980) for

example, videotapeci mothers of five-year-old children while

the mothers viewed slídes designed to elicit pleasant, dis-

gusLed, Or neutral expressions. Each child then looked at

tapes of his/her own mother plus slides of mothers judged to

be good or poor encoders. Tt was found that all chi.ldren

were significantly able to decode all three types of expres-

sions. However, decoding accuracy of the child was reLated

io his/ her moiher's encoding ability. That is, the chil-

dren of mothers who !,¡ere classi f ied as good encoders did

better than children whose motherS were classified aS poor

encoders. In a similar vein, Abramovitch (1977) reported

that preschool children were able to decode information

about the kind of interaction in which the sender was en-

gaged only when the sender was his/her own mother.

Other studies investigating deveJ-opmental trends asso-

ciated with decoding of nonverbal auditory communication

have found that children are able to decode nonverbal commu-

nications even when strangers act aS Senders (De PauLo & Ro-

senthal, 1979; McClusky, Albas, Niemi , Cuevas & Ferrer,

1975; Dimitrovsky, 1964).
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Since the data just reviewed suggest that the ability

to decode multiple emotional messages is relaLed to â9e, re-

search investigating perception of emotion should consider

the age of the subject in the design either by varying it,

or to simplify matters, by choosing one age group on an a

priori basis.

IntelIiqence. A final variable which musL be consid-

ered in research concerned with discrimination of emotional

messages j.s intelligence. Data indicate that there can be a

positive correlation between intelligence and the abitity to

discriminate vocally transmitted emotional messages.

DimiLrovsky (1964) reporLed a correlation of +.67 between

accuracy of emotional identification and inteLIigence. Sig-

nificant positive correfations between verbal intelligence

and accuracy of identification cf vocally portrayed emotions

have been reported by other investigators as well (Levy,

1964; Davitz, 1964b) . Any investi.gation of decoding ability

must include an examination of the relationship between in-

telligence and discrimination to find if effects should be

controlled by procedures such as covariation. Should the

effects of intelligence be disregarded, spurious results

might occur ancl negate conclusions about a child's ability

to decode multiple emotional messages.
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Stai:ement o f lhe Researc Prob¡lem

According to Spielberger (1966), anxiety is a most per-

vasive condition in modern society. The majority of data in

the area reviewed previously indicates that anxiety has a

disruptive effect on behavior (e.g., Goulet & Mazzei, 1969¡

Ì,terry¡¡¿¡, 197 4; Meuller, 1976) .

cognitive and Response competition theories of anxiety

suggest that this disruptive effect occurs aS a result of

response competition. In other words, when an irreLevant

intennal response to a situation (anxiety in the form of

worry) competes with a relevant, external, task-related re-

sponse, behavior is disrupted. Accordingly' anxiety may

narrow an individual's attentional field such that he d'is-

regards or mi.sinterprets environmental- cues (Sarason, 1975¡

Easterbrook, 1959); or it may produce an increased informa-

tional load, leading to a processing dysfunction and hence a

disrupiion of behavior (uamilton, 1975),

FIamilton (1975) states that anxiety develops early in

childhood, and he broadly defines the factors which produce

anxiety as "adverSe conditions". Some investigators refine

such a definition to include specific conditions such as

constant critical evaluations by parents (Sarason et â1.,

1960; KaLz, 1967), while others argue that it is the fre-

quency of punishment which produces anxiety (Spielberger,

1e66).
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The disruptive effect which anxiety exerts on behavior

typically found in adult subjects has also been found in

children. For example, a number of studies have shown that

high levers of anxiety in children disrupt performance on

such tasks as reading (Merryman, 1974) , discriminatio¡r

learning (Palermo et al. , 1 956; Castaneda et â1. , 1 956b) ,

and problem solving (Sarason et â1., 1958).

An area of investigation which is receiving increased

empirical attention concerns ability to perceive emotion' A

number of studies have retiably demonstrated that children

and adults are able to discriminate non-verbal speech commu-

nication (.. g. , Starkweather, 1961; Kaufman , 1977) '

It should be pointed out that many of the studies in-

vestigating children's ability to perceive emotional speech

messages have typically focused on the vocal channel while

holding the verbaL channel constant (e.9' Gates, 1927;

Dimitrovsky, 1964¡ Fenster & Gotdstein, 1971). More recent-

1y, however, a greater emphasis has been placed on chil-

drens' ability to discriminate emotional messages in two or

more channels (BugentaI et 41., 1970a, 1970b¡ Bugental et

â1. , 1971 ¡ Butcharo , 1983; McClusky, 1 980 ) . WhiIe such

studieS are important for the understanding of multichannel

communication, they have nevertheless paid Iimited attention

to the roLe of personality characteristics of the child.
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À limited number of studies, however, have indicated

¿hat the ability to perceive or discriminaLe emotional mes-

sages can be affected by personality variables such aS anxi'-

ety. Sogon (1975), for exampfe, found that highly anxious

adult judges made more errors in discriminati.ng emotional

messages than either moderate or Low anxious adult judges.

Again for example, Solomon and Yaeger (1969b) investigated

the perception of verbal eval-uative feedback of fourth grade

boys, and also found that more anxious boys paid greater at-

tention to the content of the message and the intonation of

the speaker, while l-ess anxious boys f ocused primarily on

the content of the message.

These latter studies, while instructive and infor:ma*

tive, do not allow clear-cut inferences about anxiety's ef-

fects on the discrimination of different types of multiple

messages. Such inferences are possible, however, through

consideration of (a) theory and data on anxiety effects, (b)

the characteristics of multiple messages' and (c) research

on the perception of emotion. These inferences formed the

basis for the hypotheses tested in the present research, âS

outlined below.

Predictions Concerninq the Effect of Anxietv on Multiple
Messaqe Di scriminat ion

Before the predictions in the present study are formu-

Iatedt a comment is in order about effects that could occur

in the vocal as compared to the verbal channel. Tt seems
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reasonable that if anxietY, or type of message, or their

inLeraction affected cliscrimination, this would occur in

both channel-s. On the one hand/ Some data (u.g., Mehrabian

& Wiener , 1969) show that adult subjects pay greater atten-

tion to the vocal channel, and thus suggest bhat any effect

might be more apparent in that channel. On the other, fot

example, Butchard' s ( 1 983 ) t inding that chi ldren pay greater

attention to the verbaL channel- suggests that the reverse

would occur. Inconsistencies such as these, the overafl

complexity of results for multichannel communication, and

t.he relative paucity of studies on the role of anxiety in

communication, especiatly in children, did not really permit

a firm inference as to relative strength of an effect in one

versus the other channel. For the predictions about anxiety

and type of message outl-ined below, then, it is suggested

simply that effects would occur in both channels.

Both the cognitive social Learning Theory and the Re-

sponse Competition and Information-Processing Capacity Model

of anxiety suggest that anxiety is a task-irrelevant re-

sponse which interferes with task-related reLevant behavior.

These theories also suggest that particular types of inter-

actions between models (e.g., parents) and observerS (u.g.,

chitdren) may produce anxiety (Sarason 1975; Hamilton,

1975).

Data in the areâ have Provided some support for

For exampl-e,

the Re-

hassponse Competition Theory of anxiety. ir
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been reported that anxiety interferes with such behaviors

as paired associate Iearning (Goulet & Mazzei, 1969), read-

ing (Merryman, 1974), school achievement (McCandIess & Cas-

tanecla, 1956), and discrimination of emotion (Sogon, 1975).

These theories, supported by the bulk of the anxiety

research on the disruptive effects of anxiety on behavior,

aliow one to hypothesize therefore, (1), that hi9h1y anxious

children woulcl be less accurate in discriminating multiple

emotional messages tharr would low anxious children in both

the vocai and verbal channel. That is, one might expect

there would be greater competition or interference by irrel-

evant responses in highly anxious children, resulting in

less accurate discrimination of multiple rnessages"

Data reviewed in the section on multichannel- communica-

tion suggest that mixed meSSageS interfere r¡ith subjects'

abitity to process information. Àlso, recaIl Butchard'S

( 1 983 ) study. Br iefly, he found that congruent messages

were discriminated more accurately than noncongruent messag-

es in both the vocal and verbal channels. From a theoreti.-

cal perspective, his and other results can be interpreted as

follows: conflicting messages as well as incongruent mes-

sages are Iess clearly defined than are congruent messages.

It seems logical that these types of messages would, there-

fore, pr€sent competing information that would tax the pro-

cessing capacity of the individual' and thus be less easily

discriminated than congruent messages.
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It can also be argued that conflicting messages are

very ambiguous because two opposing elements are presented

simultaneously, while incongruent meSSageS are only somewhat

ambiguous because two different (but not opposing) efements

are presented simulLaneously. That is, conflicting mesSages

place an even greater burden on the capacity of the System

to process information than do incongruent messages. It vras

hypothesized, therefore, (2) that in both the vocal and ver-

bal channels, congruent mesSages would be discriminated most

accurately, i.ncongruent messages less accurately, and con-

flicting messages the least accurately, because each type in

turn iS more ambiguous than the previous and therefore more

difficult to process.

Although the rel-ationship between anxiety Level and

children's ability to discriminate multiple messages is not

precisely known, data in the area Suggest that anxiety would

have a debilitating effect. This notion is reinforced some-

what di rectly, f or example, by one of the studies on the j-n-

teractive effects of anxiety and perception of emotion on

behavior reviewed previously: Sarason et a1. (1972) showed

that particular emotional statements which were anxiety-re-

Iated disrupted later task performance more for very anxious

adult subjects than for low anxious subjects.

It was suggested that conflicting and incongruent mes-

sages are more ambiguous and difficult to process than

congruent messages, thereby presenting a greater opportunity

for interference with discrimination. Anxiety theory sug-
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gests that more anxious children are less attentive to or

able to process informational- cues than ]ess anxious chil-

dren, The overal-i capacity of bhe system to process infor-

mation is presumably a joint function of the ambiguity of

messages, and the debilitating effects of anxiety. It seems

reasonable, then, that the interfering effect of conflicting

and inconEruent messages þtould be greater for more anxious

children than lesS anxious children. Hence' more anxious

children would be less able than l-ow anxious chiidren to

discriminate conflicting and incongruent messages. Similar-

Iy, it seems reasonable to predict such a pattern for the

discrimination of incongruent versus congruent messages. It

v¡as therefore reasonable to hypothesize (3), that in both

the vocal and verbal channels, as anxiety level increased,

discrimination ability would decrease to a small extent for

congruent messages, to a greater extent for incongruent mes-

sages, and to an even greater exLent for conflicting messag-

ôê

Manaqeme t of Subsidiarv a r i ables

The investigation of the percepLion of emotion as a

function of anxiety requires manipulation or controi of

variables extraneous to those of central experimental inter-

est. How such variables were dealt with in the present

study vrarrants comment at this point.
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The first variable was sex of speaker. While a number

of investigators have found significant sex differences in

encoding abili"ty (oimitrovsky , 1964; Bugental et â1. , 1970;

Reardon, 1971), others have found no significant sex differ-

ences (e.g. Levy, 1964). In order to account for any possi-

ble effects due to dj.fferences in sex of speaker, both male

and femafe speakers were included in the present study.

A second factor which was considered v¡as sex of sub-

ject. Although a number of investigators have shown that

females are more accurate than males in their ability to

discriminate emotional messages (..9. DaviLz, 1964;

Dimitrovsky, 1964), others have found no significant sex

differences (Westbrook, 1974a, 1974b). It thus seemed nec-

essary to include sex of sub ject as a var i.able in the pres-

ent research in order to control for and to examine possible

sub j ect sex dt f f erences which coul-d occur .

A third variabte worth considering vras the age of the

subject. Recall that age Seems related to anxiety and to

the perception of emoLion, and thus shoufd be considered in

research in the area. As suggested. previousiy, there were

two pcssible strategies, First, â9e could have been includ-

ed as a variable. This seemed unwise in a first study of

this type because of the complex interactions which might

occur. The second strategy, and the one used here, was to

use one school grade level only. Grade four was chosen in

particular because research dj.scussed previously suggests

Lhat at this time, anxiety is detectable but moderate. In
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other words, at this grade level, the effects of anxiety

would hopefully be neither too low nor too high, and the

possibility of obviating any effects of other variables

r¡ould be reduced. That is, if the children in the study

vJere too young, a "basement" effeci might have occurred and

negated the possibility of finding any interaction with oth-

er variables. Similarly, if the children vrere too o1d, a

"cei1ing" effect might have occurred and negated the possi-

bility of finding a significant interaction with other vari-

ables.

À fourth variable worth considering was intelligence.

Some research in the area indicates that there is a signifi-

cant negative relationship betvreen anxiety and intelligence
(u.g., Sarason et â1., 1960). other studies have found a

compiex interaction between anxiety and intelligence
(Spielberger , 1966; Denny, 1 966) . Researchers investigating

the relationship between intelligence and perception of emo-

tion have shown that there is a significant positive corre-.

lation between these two variables (u.g., Dimitrovsky,

1964). Tt thus seemed necessary to measure intelligence and

to iind if it woutd be necessary io partial out and elimi-

nate its effects.

A fifth ano final variable worth considering vras de-

fensiveness. Since a number of investigators have demon-

strated a significant negative relationship between anxiety

and defensiveness (".g., HiIl & Eaton , 1977) , any effects



For the sake of clarity, before the method and results

are considered extensively, a brief overview of the pre-

dictions and the design of the study may be helpful.

Predictions

due to defensiveness were worth measuring

siveness should be Partialed out.

Previous discussion allows in summary the

predictions with respect to childrens' ability

multiple emotional messages:

67

to find if defen-

following

to decode

1. Highly anxious children would be less accurate than

low anxious children in discriminating multiple emo-

tional messages, in both the vocal and the verbal

channels.

2. Congruent messages would be discriminated most accu-

rately, incongruent messages would be discriminated

less accurately, and conflicting messages would be

di scr iminated the least accuratel-y, in both the vocaf

and verbal channefs.

3. Às anxiety Ievel increased, discrimination ability

would decrease to a small extent for congruent mes-

sages, to a greater extent for incongruent messages'

and to an even greater extent for conflicting messag-

€s, in both the vocaf and verbal channels'
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verv L ew n

The present research investigated the ability of grade

four male and female subjects to decode congruent, incongr-

uent, and conflicting emotional messages aS a function of

their trait anxiety. The study was performed in two'phases.

Phase-1 was the "anxiety determination" phase where all sub-

jects received the What I Think and Feel (Wft¡') test in or-

der to deter¡nine their level of trait anxiety. Phase 2 was

the "discrimination of emot j.on" phase. During phase 2 aIL

subjects v¡ere asked to listen to congruent, incongruent and

conflicting emotional messages spoken by eromen or men. The

messages contained five emotional statements said in five

tones of voice. Statements and tones vrere either happy,

sad, angry, loving, or neutral. The subjects indicated the

intended emotion of the speaker by placing a check under

one of five stick figure drawings designed to represent the

five emotions. The number of correct choices with respect

to the intended emot ion Ì{tas recorded f or each st imul-us in

both the verbal and vocal- chan¡re1s.

In order to determine,

effects of defensiveness

IQ score were calculated.

control for if necessarY,

intel1 igence, a I ie score

variables name-

speaker and sex

and sex of sub-

and

andthe

and

The research !ncluded four inclependent

ly, trait anxiety, type of messager sêx of

of subject. Trait anxiety' sex of speaker,
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jecL Here between subject variables; whereas, type of mes-

Sage was a withj.n subject variable. The data l^¡ere subjected

to mulLivariate analyses of varianie, followed by univariate

analyses, and post hoc comparj.sons where appropriate.



METHOD

Sub i eç_Þ s

A total of 116 children enrolled in grade four classes

at the time of the experiment served as subjects. Two sub-

jects were 11 years of age + 4 months. The remainder were

nine years of age + 6 months. Half the subjects were males,

anC half were females. All were drawn from three elementary

schools in the Winnipeg School Division. To control for

posSible effects due to socioeconomic 1eve1, the schoofs

were chosen from areas which had a relatively egual middle-

cl-ass soc i.oeconomic status according to criteria set out

by the Winnipeg School Dj.vision.

Àp_Be_Eel.u-ã

I mea materi . Tra it anxiety l¡as meas-

ured using the 37 item What I Think and Feel (W¡ff') test

(Reynolds & Richmond, 1978), The test consisted of a total

of twenty-eight anxiety items, and nine additional items de-

signed to provide an index of a subject's tendency to falsi-

fy responses. À copy of the WITF is presented in Appendix

A.

70
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Verbal--voc al stimuli. The verbal stimuli used in the

present research were those prepared by Butchard (1983) em-

ploying the following criteria: First, each statement con-

veyed a particul-ar intended emotion (happiness, sadness, an-

gêr, loving, neutral ) . Second, each statement was

representative of common statements made from one person to

another. Third, each Statement wa5 not to contain the emo-

tional label. which defined the category. In other vrords, a

happy statement could not contain the word "happy". AIl

statements were from six to twelve words in length.

Butchard (1983) and four graduate students initially

generated twenty-five statemenLs which consisted of five

statements for each of the five emotions. All statements

vfere mimeographed on sheets of paper with a choice of five

emotional- states listed besíde them. The sheets vtere dis-

tributed to thirteen female and twefve male students in an

undergraduate psychology cfass. These raters were asked to

indicate what emotions each of the twenty-five statements

conveyed. The statements which produced the highest per-

centage of rater agreement (80e. or over) as to the intended

emotional content were chosen as the final stimulus state-

ments. The one exception was the neutral category for which

the statement with the highest percentage of agreement was

chosen (100e'). This was done to ensure that the neutral

statement was free of any emotionat information. The final

five statements are presented in Appendix B.
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The f ive verbal emot ional sr-atements were then given to

four mal-e and four female psychology graduate students, who

recited each of these verbal statements while expressing one

of the five emotions of interest (hapPY sad, angry, loving'

and neutral ) . The procedure resul-ted in 25 stimuli. consist-

ing of atl possible combinations of emotions in the verbal

and voca'l channel said by B speakers. The total of 200 ver-

bal-vocal pairs (S verbaL X 5 vocal- X B speakers) were then

passed through a l-ow band pass f ilter, which removed all

frequencies above 450 Hz, and thus rendered the content un-

incelligible.

These stimuli were then played to 20 male and 20 female

unclergraduate raters who were asked to specify what emotion

\"¡as being portrayed by the speaker. The emotional messages

with the highest percentage of rater agreement as to the in-

tended emotion were chosen for the male and the female

speakers.

In the preparation of the verbal-vocal stimuli, Butch-

ard found that certain mafe and female Speakers expressed

Some of the intended emotions more credibly than other

speakers. These male and female speakers were employed to

express more than one emotion. The final verbal-vocal stim-

uti were ultimately prepared utilizing only the mafe or fe-

male speaker who best conveyed an intended emotion. The fi-

nal 50 verbal-voca] pairs (25 for the male speakers, and 25

for the femaLe speakers) were chosen employing two specific
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criteria. First, these sample stimuli had to shov¡ the high-

est agreement between the intended and perceived emotion.

Second, the accurac)' of the portrayal of these stimuli had

to be approximately the same for the male and female speak-

ers. The f inai speech samples r¡ere randomllz recorded on two

st imul-us audio tapes ( one tape f or ¡naLes, another f or f e-

males). The order in which the samples were recorded is

presented in Appendix C"

In the present study, these

oe I i ve red through a c omme rc i. a l

number 1 1 08.

50 speech stimuli were

tape recorder, model

Same

Sony

Discrimination s imulus mater ials. Each subject's

abi.lity to discriminate emotional messages was determined by

asking him or her to choose a mafe or female stick figure

representation of the five emotions. The technique was em-

ployecl by Dimitrovsky (1964), who used five such figures to

determine four basic emotional states (one for each of hap-

py, saC, angry, and two for loving). However, some modifica-

tions of that procedure were incorporated into the present

research. A neutral stick figure vras included in the pres-

ent research, âs Fenster (1967) reported that a neutral cat-

egory increased the interpretability of results. Further-

more, only one of Dimitrovsky's "Ioving" representions l¡as

used in the present research. These mcdifications were sim-

ilar to those used by McClusky (1974), and iderrtical to

those employed by Butchard (1983). The stick drawings rep-
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reseniing male and female figures appeared on 20.5 X 27 cm

paper. Half of the subjects received figures going from

happy on the right to lovi.ng on the lef t, while the rema j-n-

ing half received figures going from happy on the left to

loving on the riEht. See Appendices D and E, respectively,

for mafe and female stick drawings.

Procedure

The overall procedure for the experiment consisted' of

two phases. Phase l constituted the "anxiety determination"

ptrase while phase 2 constituted the "discrimination of emo-

tion" phase.

Phase 1. Anxietv d f-ermination. Phase 1 was institut-

ed in the subjects' own classrooms. Both male and female

subjects vrere given the WTTF by a confederate of the exper-

imenter so as to reduce any association with the experimen-

ter, and hence, artifactual intrusion on the phase 2 manipu-

lation. Upon entering the classroom, the confederate was

introduced by the teacher. Subjects were asked to accompany

the confederate in groups of 4 (2 males & 2 females) to an-

other room, a Smalf resource room in the school which was

not regularly used. Four desks and chairs were placed in

each corner facing the centre of the room. ThiS was done in

order Lc create the greatest separation of Subjects and to

allow all subjects direct visual contact with the examiner

who stood in the middle of the room. The distance of the
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experimenter from any subject was approximately 1 meter'

The WITF response sheets were then handed out to all the

subjects. The confederate then indicated that all subjects

v¡ould be asked a number of simple questions about them-

selves.. All items were read to the subjects by the confed-

erate. Such a procedure was utilized in order to help con-

trol for any possible differential reading abilities. A

slightly modified version of the instructions presented by

Sarason et al. (1960) (i.e., substituting a more applicable

example t.han the one they used), was read as f ol1ows:

r'm going to be asking you some questions today
qr-,esIionã di f f erent f rom the usua]- school ques-
dions. These are about how you think and feel and
so have no right or wrong ansvrers. No one but my-
self wiIl see your answers. Remember because
these questions ãre about how you think and feel,
there is no right or wrong answer. You are to
list.en to each question and then put a circl-e
around either "yeJ" or "no". The person sitting
next to you migñt put a circle around "yes" ?nd
you mighl put á c i icle around "rìo" . For example,
-i f r aãked thi s quest ion : Do you 1i ke indoor re-
cess? Some of you might circl-e "yes" and some of
you might circle "no". Your answer depends on how

iot, tfrink and f eel. Listen caref ully to .g?ch
iuestion and answer it "yes" or rtnotr by deciding
tio" you feel. rf you don't understand a question
ask me about it. Now let's start by everyone put-
ting their finger on question number one. Here is
the firsi question

when all the subjects had completed the WITF, the num-

ber of "yes" responses to the 28 anxiety items were summed

to yield one basic anxiety score for each subject. The sub-

jects vrere then assigned to one of three anxiety groups,

namely, Iow, moderate, of high. The low anxiety group in-

cluded those subjects whose score feI1 between two and three
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standard deviations below the mean. The scores ranged from

0 to 5. The moderate group included those subjects whose

score fell between +1 and -1 standard deviations from the

mean. The high anxiety group included those subjects whose

scores fe11 between two and three standard deviations above

the mean. The scores ranged from 21 to 27.

The nirre lie items anSwered "yes" were also Summed in

order to obtain an index of each subject's tendency to fal-

sify his responses. The lie scores were obtained in order

to be able to examine any relationship between aniiiety and

defensiveness.

Phase 2 Discrimination of emot i on The

cf emotion phase -eJas comprised of two phases,

training and actual discrimination testing.

were again tested in groups of 4 (2 males and

discrimination
namely, pre-

À1ì subjects

2 females).

pretraini¡g. Twenty-four hours following the adminis*

tration of the WITF, the subjects accompanied the experi-

menter into a separate room described previously. They were

given the discrimination material consisting of 25 sheets of

paper, one for each vocal-verbal stimulus presented. Each

contained either five male or five female stick figure draw-

ings. They were told that these figures vrere "a happy man

(lady), an angry man (lady), a sad man (Iady), a loving man

(taay) and a man (Iady) who is just standing there talking.

He (she) isn't angry, sad, loving, or happy." The subjects
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vrere trai-ned to associate each of the five pictoriaÌ repre-

sentations with its specific emotional category" That is,

each subject $tas asked to point to the specific drawing

which depicted one of the five emotional categories. Each

subject had tc reach a criterion of two consecutive correct

identif ications of al1 f ive ernotions for each of the male

and f emale sets of. pictures bef ore the actual test ing proce'-

dure began 
"

Í rimination Immediately following the Pre-

training trials, discrimination testing !,Ias undertaken to

determine the intended emotion for each taped stimulus. The

foì-lowing instructions given the subjects vfere those pre*

pared by Butchard ( 1 983 ) :

You are now goi-ng to hear some men ( Iadies ) say a
number of different things. They will say the
same thing more than once but will say it in dif-
ferent ways. Some of the things they say will
sound happy, some sad, some angry, and some will
sound as though the person is just talking or
reading out l-oud. Listen to each one and place a
check mark under the man (1ady) it sounds like.
Does it sound like the happy man (lady), the sad
man (laoy), the angry man (lady), or the man
(1aay) who is just standing there talking. Remem-
ber, listen to both what the person says and how
they say it.

The final direction indicating the order in which the

subjects were instructed to listen to the tape recordings

was counterbalanced. That is, half of the male and femal-e

groups were instrucLed t.o 1isten to "what the person says

and how they say it" while the remaining half vtere instruct-

ecl to l-isten to "how the person sounds and what they say."
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to reduceThe

the

counterbalanc ing

possibifity of a

procedure was used in order

specific listening "set".

To ensure that

task, the following

Butchard (1983) was

Now which fig
if the man (

Which one i f
llhich one if
they said "I
sky is bfue."

the subjects

second set of

given:

understood the required

instructions prepared by

ure would you put a check mark under
lady) said "I am angry with you."
the man ( Iady ) sa id " I l-ove you. "

they said "I am happy." Which one if
am sad." lühich one if they said "The

AIl subjects were able to do this immediately.

Groups of 2 male and 2 female subjects then heard the

25 taped emotional messages. Half of the male and femafe

subjects were asked to listerr to the tape recording of male

speakers, while half of the male and female subjects were

asked to listen to a tape recording of female speakers. Fo::

each presentation, each subject indicated the intended emo-

tion of the speaker by placing a check mark on a sheet of

paper containi.ng the five stick figure drawings. There was

one sheet for each of the 25 emotional messages. Following

the presentation of the last emotional meSsage, all subjects

r{ere given the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. The result-

ing IQ score was obtained in order to find if it would be

necessary to control for the possible effects of intelli-

gence on discrimination of emotion (oimitrovsky, 1964; Levy,

1964), The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was used here

because it is the most commonly used test of children's ver-

bal ability.



RESULTS

The results are dealt with as follows: firsL, a brief

discussion of the rationale for the major analysis used and

the ruleS for graphical presentation; second, an overview of

the preliminary analysis with reference to variables extra-

neous to those of major concern; and third, a detailed de-

scription of the data obtained in which accuracy of discrim-

ination was analyzed for the vocal and verbal- channels.

Rationale t ôr Ànalvsis

Since the present study had two dependent variables--accura-

cy of detection of the intended emotion in the vocal chan-

nel, and accuracy of detection of the intended emotion in

the verbal channef--one mult ivar iate analysi s including

these two variables wouLd seem appropriate at first gLance.

However, since a high correlaLion between the two dependent

measures occurS when the same emotion is presented in both

channels, analyzing the two dependent measures simultaneous-

ly would be inappropriate. Analysis of effects for each

channel separately waS necessary. The quesLion remained of

determining the kind of analysis to perform on results for

each channel.

79
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The decision to employ a univariate or multivariaLe

analysis of repeated measures data typically is dependent

upon the pattern of correlations and variances of the depen-

dent measures. Tf the assumption of compound symmetry is

met (i.e., ail variances and correlations are equal), a uni-

variate analysis is more powerful (r'inn, 1980). However, in

the present study there I^¡ere 25 dependent var iables in the

vocal channel and 25 in the verbal channel (i.e.,respoRses

to the intended emotion in each channel). These many vari-

ables would almost certainly cause the symmetry assumption

to be violated. Therefore, the use of a univariaLe analysis

waS not deemed appropriate. As we11, mul-tivariate analysis

provides a meesure of protection from the inflation of sta-

tistical error rates which can occur when a number of uni-

var iat,e analyses are emp1o1'ed to analyze manlu dependent

variables (Tatsuoka, 1971).

The fact that there $¡ere disproportionate numbers of

subjects for each level of the anxiety variak¡le v¡as of par-

ticular concern in the present analysis and reguires special

consideration. When there are disproportionate N's in

analysis of variance desigDS, estimates and tests of the

various parameters are not independent of one another (finn

& Mattsson, 1978). If this fact is ignored, tests of vari-

ous effects would be intercorrel-ated and would tend to in-

flate the statistical error rates. There is al-so a danger

of attributing variation to one effect which may be due to

another, because the two are interrel-ated. In order to
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avoid this interdependence of ef fects caused by a

disproportionat.e number of subjects, a specified order of

main effects and interactions is established (finn & Matts-

son, 1978). Design factors of primary importance are typi-

cally placed in later positions. In the present study for

example, anxiety which $¡as of primary importance waS tested

last. In this wâY, the effect of anxiety was tested uncon-

founded by the sex of the speaker and the sex of Lhe sub-

ject.

In order to analyze the within-subject factors and

t.heir interaction with the between-subject factors, ä re-

peated measures multivariate analysis of variance (UeNOVe)

','¡as utilized.

Graphs of effects for anxiecy and type of message are

presented for all measures. Otherwise, for convenience and

clarity, only significant effects are graphically illustrat-

ed. Two conventions were followed in the production of the

graphs in order to enhance clarity of presentation and ease

of explanation. First, the oroinate of each graph v¡as pro-

duced uSing the "meAn accuracy Score" (i.e,, the average

number of correct responses to the intended emotion divided

by the total possible). Second' unweighted or raw data were

plotted in all cases. This vras done despite the fact that

the data used fcr the analysis were weighted by the analytic

procedure. Discussion of plotted data is made with refer-

ence to weighted data.
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Prel iminarv lrnal-vsi s

The design of the study included six independent vari-

abtes: anxiety, type of messageT sex of speaker, Sex of sub-

ject , defensiveness, and inteIl igence. Previous research

has indicated that both defensiveness and intelligence are

significantly correlated v¡ith anxiety (Sarason et al., 1960¡

Hill & Sarason,1966). In order to determine in the present

study j.f a significant relationship existed between defen-

siveness and anxiety, and between intelligence and anxiety,

two Peôrson correlations were computed. A sma1l negaUive

correlation \.¡as obtained for intelligence and anxiety Ievel

( r= -.18, p>.05) and for defensiveness and anxiety

( r=-.14, p>.05). Since these correlations were smal-l and

nonsignif icarrt, and would not appreciably af fect the out-

come of further analyses, intelligence and defensiveness

were not considered in any analysiS of discrimination in the

vocal or the verbal channel in relation to anxiety.

Previous research has also indicated that intelligence

and ability to discriminate vocal- messages can be positivellz

correlated. To find if any such effect occurred for either

char¡ne1 in the present research, a set of six correlations

was run on the relationship between subjects' Scores on the

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test--the measure of intelligence

used here--and accuracy in the vocal and verbal channels for

each of the three types of messages, â5 follows: The number

of correct judgements for each of the 25 vocal-verbal pairs
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of emotions was obtained for each of the 116 subjects for

each channef. Each judgement was given a Score of one if

the vocally presented emotion had been identified correctly'

or a score of zero if the emotion had not been identified

correctly. Likewise, in the verbal channel, each judgement

l¡as given a score of one if the verbally presented emotion

had been identified correctly, or a score of zero if the

emotion had not been identified correctly. For the vocal

channel, correlations were computed between the Peabody Pic-

ture Vocabulary Test score and accuracy of discrimination

for congruent, incongruent, and conflicting meSSages. Val-

ues 1{ere 0.11, 0.17, and 0.17, respectively. Likewise, f or

the verbal channel, correiations were computed between the

Peabody scores and accuracy of discrimination for the three

messages. Val-ues in this case were 0.1-i , -0.12, and -0.13 '
respectively. No correlations were significant ( pt0.05) .

Since only smaII, non-signi f icant correlations were ob-

tained, it was Iikely that inteltigence did not affect dis-

crimination scores and would not appreciably affect the out-

come of further analysis. Thus , íntelligence was not

included in reference to analysis of the discrimination

data.

The results are presented in two parts for ease of com-

prehension. The first is the arralysis of subjects' accura-

cy in detecting the intendeO emotion in the vocal channel-;

the second, the analysis of accuracy in detecting the

intended emotion in the verbal channel.
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For both parts, main effects and interactions for

anxiety and type of message are presented first as these

were of major concerrì to the present research. Other main

effects and interactions are presented subsequently. While

significant higher order interactionS are reported, they are

not discussed at length. Non-significant effects are pre-

sented only br ief 1Y.

Accuracy of Di scr iminat ion in the Vocal Channe 1

A multivariate analysis of variance (UeNOVe) was con-

ducted on Lhe raw scores for vocaf accuracy described above

for three Levels of anxiety, three levels of type of mes-

sage, two levels of speaker sex, and two Levels of subject

sex ( r'i nn , 197 6) .

one restriction of the multivariate analysis is that

the dependent variabtes may not be a linear combination of

one another (f inn & Mattsson, 1978). In order to correct

for problems of linearity, one of Ùhe variables involved in

the analysis must be removed. With respect to the analysis

of the data in the vocal channel, all the variance in the

dependenl variables could be accounted for by 24 of the

variables, thereby producing a problem of Iinearity. As a

result, one vocal-verbal pair had to be deleted from the

analysis. Since none of the subjects correctly identified

the loving-neutral pair, this pair was dropped from the

analysis. Thus, the MANOVA for accuracy of discrimination



in the vocal channel was ultimately based on

messages. Àn alpha level of .1 0 was used for

ate test staListics due to the conservative

anallzsis (Flummel ç S1igo,1971). The results

are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLtr 1

Sunrrnary of the Multivariate Analysis of
Discrimination Abitity in the Vocal

Var iance f or
Channel

Source

An:<iety (enx)

Type of Message (Msg)

Sex of Speaker (SpXr)

Sex of Subject (Subj)

Anx x Msg

Msg x Spkr

Msg x Subj

df p

48,162 3.15 <.000.1

3 ,102 1310.67 <.0001

24,81 4 .43 <.0001

F'

24,81

6,204

1.12 < .23

10.16 <.0001

<.123,102 1.99

3,102 4.32

Anx x Spkr 48,162 1 .28 <.13

Anx x Subj 48,162 1.14

Spi<r x Subj 24,81 1.09

Anx x Spkr Subj 48 ,162 .96

MsgxspkrxSubj 3 ,102 )-t

AnxxMsgxSpkr 6,204 .46

AnxxMsgxsubj 6,204 .43

<.007

<.29

<.37

<. 56

<.81

<.84

<. 99

AnxxMsgxSPkr x Subj 6,204 .28 <.95
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Ef f ect- of Anx ietv Level on Discrimination Abilitv

It was predicted that high anxious children would be

less accurate than low anxious children in their ability to

discriminate muttiple emotional messages. By weighting

the mean for each experimental condition by the correspond-

ing ravr discriminant weights, group centroids were con-

structed which reflected overal-1 performance. Figure 1

shows raw means as a function of anxiety level and type of

message. Inspection of Figure 1 suggests that overall, more

anxious subjects ¡nade more errors in discriminating multiple

emotional messages than did less anxious subjects. The

means were .43 for low anxious subjects, .38 for moderately

anxious subjects, and .32 for high anxious subjects. In

corroboration, a signi f icant multivariate main effect for

anxiety was obtained (¡aultivariate F(48,162) =3..1 5, p<.00'1 ).

F"urther to the overall main effect, a comparison of

centroids for the low and moderate anxiety groups indicated

that low anxious children discriminaLed emotional messages

more accurately than moderately anxious children (¡,tultivari-

ate F (24,81 )=5.31, p<.001 ). As well I a significant effect

was found for the comparison between low versus high anxie-

ty groups (uultivariate F(24,81)=2.99, p<.001), with low

anxious subjects performing better than high anxious sub-

jects. The difference between moderate and high anxiety ltas

not found to be significant (uuttivariate F(24,81 )=1.12,

p<.34), indicating similar performance by these two groups.
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Effect of of Messaqe on Discrimin tion Abilitv

It was predicted that subjects would discriminate

congruent messages moSt accurately, incongruent messages

less accruately, and conflicting messages least accurately.

Inspection of Figure 1 suggests that this prediction was

partially Supported, with congruent messages discriminated

most accurately. Conflicting messages, however, seemed to be

di scriminated more accurately than incongruent messages.

Means were .83 for congruent messageS, .23 for incongruent

messages, and .26 for conflicting meSsages. The analysis

revealed a significant multivariate main effect for type of

message (¡tultivariate F(3, 102)=1310.67, p<.001 ).

in order to determine which type of message had a sig-

nificant effect upon discrimination ability, the type of

message data were reconstructed and formed into specific

contrasts. A multivariate analysis was conducted in which

the fol-Iowing levels of the type of message factor were com*

pared: congruent minus noncongruent (confticting + incongr-

uent) messages; and, conflicting minus incongruent meSsageS.

The analysis yielded a significant multivariate effect for

type of message (t'lultivariate F (2,103)=324.33, p<.001 ) .

The analysis further yielded a significant effect for the

congruerrt minus noncongruent comparison ( f'(1,104)=644.76,

p<.001 ). That is, congruent messages were discriminated

more accurately than noncongruent messages. No significant

effect was found for the conflicting minus incongruent ccn-
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trast ( r'(1 ,104)=1.56, p<.21), indicating no difference in

subjects' ability to discriminaLe between these messages.

Results of this second multivariate analysis of variance are

presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

summarv of '"å:i;::å"ffoå"3}'iå:":å.'Ë:å?i33rl"' 
Dif ferences

Source

Ànxiety (enx) 48,162 3.1 5 <.0001

Type of Message (t.'lsg ) 2 ,103 324.33 <.0001

Sex of Speaker (spXr) 24,81 4 .43 <.0001

BFdf

Sex of Subject (su¡j)

Ànx x Msg

Msg x Spkr

24,81 .1 .15 <.23

18.19 <.0001

< .02

4,206

2,103 4.12

Msg x Subj 2 ,103 3.96 <.42

Ànx x Spkr 48,162 1.28 <..13

Anx x Subj 48,162 1 .14

Spkr x Subj 24 ,81 1 .09

Anx x Spkr x Subj 48 ,162 .96

Msg Spk r x subj 2 ,103 ))

ÀnxxMsgxSpkr 4,206 a1

AnxxMsgxsubj 4,206 .82

<.28

<.37

<. 56

<.81

<. 90

<.52

AnxxMsgxSpkrxSubj 4,206 .45 <.7 6
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Effect of AnxietV Level and ?vpe of Messaqe on Àccuracv of
Di scr iminat ion

Recall from the Introduction the prediction that as

anxiety level increased, discrimination ability would de-

crease to a smaff extent for congruent nteSsages, to a great-

er extent for incongruent meS5ageS, and tO an even greater

extent for conflicting messages. Inspection of F igure 1

Suggests that congruent messages vJere discriminated more ac-

curately than conflicting and incongruent messages at all

leveIs of anxiety. Figure 1 also suggeSts that at the low

levet of anxiety, subjects discriminated conflicting messag-

eS more accurately than incongruent messages. As anxiety

leve1 increased to moderate and high Ievels, incongruent

messaEes seemed to be discriminated more accuratell' than

conflicting messaEeS. In corroboration' a significan+- mul-

tivariate anxiety by type of message interaction was found

(¡,luttivariate F(6, 204)=.10. 1 6, p(.001 ) .

In addition to the anxiety by type of message interac-

tion, the analysis yielded a significant multivariate effect

for the comparison of low verSuS moderate anxiety across

type of message (uuttivariate F(3,102)=18.12, P<.001 ). Às

well, a low versus high anxieLy effect (Multivariate

F(3,102)=13,26, p<.001 ) and a moderate versus high anxiety

ef f ect was f ound (t"tuttivariate F ( 3, 102)=2.46, p<.07 ) , indi-

cating that aII three l-evefs of anxiety significantly af-

fected the congruent, incongruent' and conflicting messages

ta ken a s a ttset t' .
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In order to determine possible individual effects

for each type of message, the data were further analyzed.

The analysis yielded a signif icant univariate effect for the

conflicting messages only ( v (2,1 04 ) =25.28, p<.001 ) , indi-

cating that conflicting messages were significantly affect-

ed by anxiety level while incongruent and congruent messag-

es were not. White the analysis indicated a tendency toward

signif icance f c,r congruent messages ( F(2,104)=2.24, p<.-1 1 )

incongruent messages were found not to be significantly af*

f ected by anxiety leve1 ( r'(2,104)=.59, p<.56). In other

words, âs anxiety increased, accuracy of discrimination de-

creased only for conflicting messages.

Multiple post hoc comparisons were employed in order to

compare the incongruent and the conflicting messages at each

Ievel- of anx iety ( tukey, 1 953 ) . The alpha level- was set at

.01 for each comparison. The results indicated that con-

flicting messages were discriminated more accurately than

incongruent messages at the low fevel of anxiety. Incongr-

uent messages, oD the other hand, were discriminated more

accurately than conflicting messages at the moderate and

high 1evels of anxiety.

nDi rimination Abilit

Group means associated with subjects' responses to mafe

and female speakers were .38 and ,40, respectively, suggest-

ing that subjects discriminated multiple emotional messages

more accurately when the speakers I{ere female. In corrobo-
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ration, a mul-tivariate analysis of variance yielded a sig-

nif icant main effect for sex of speaker (¡'lultivariate F

(2+,81)=4.43, p<.00.1 ). Any interpretation of this test re-

sult must be made with care since an attempt was made in the

design to remove the effect of speaker sex.

trf f ect of Type of Messaqe and Sex of Sub'iect on Accuracv of
Discrimination

Group means associated with accuracy of discrimination

for each type of message for male and female subjects are

graphicaJ-1y represented in Figure 2. Figure 2 suggests that

female subjects di scr iminated congruent and incongruent

messages more accurately than male subjects, while conflict-

ing messages hrere discriminated more accurateJ-y by male sub-

jects. In corroboration, a significant multivariate sex of

subject by type of message interaction was found (¡'tuttivari-

ate F (3, 102)=4.32, p<.01 ).

A further analysis indicated that only the conflicting

messages vrere affected significantly by subject sex

( r( 1,104)=10.98, p<.001 ). Sex of subject had no signifi-

cant effect for congruent messages ( r(l ,104)=.02, p<.89) or

incongruent messages ( r( I ,104)=.48, Þ<.49) . These findings

indicated that mafe and female subjects discriminated

congruent and incongruent messages equally wel-I, but that

female subjects discriminated conflicting messages Iess ac-

curately than mal-e sub jects.
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F i gure 2z Mean accuracy score as a function
message and sex of subject in the

of type of
vocal channel
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n Hi r Order Interactioh

Let us now consider briefly other non-significant sex

effects and their higher order interactions. These results

are presented as an adjunct to the main resufts and are not

discussed in deiail.

The following effects were not significant and are not

discussed further: sex of subject, the anxiety by sex of

speaker interaction, the type of message by sex of speaker

interaction, the anxiety by type of message by sex of speak*

er interaction, the anxiety by sex of subject interaction,

the type of message by anxiety by sex of subject interac-

tion, and the type of message by anxiety by sex of speaker

by sex of subject interaction. For numerical details, see

Table 1.

Accuracv of Di scr iminat i. ôn i n Lher Verbal Channel

Recall that the number of correct judgements for each

of the vocal-verbal pairs of emotions was obtained for the

116 subjects in a manner identical to that followed for the

vocal channel with one exception: a score of one was given

if the verbally identified emotion had been identified cor-

rectty. A 3(anxiety)x 3(type of message) x 2(sex of speak-

er) x 2(sex of subject) multivariate analysis of variance

(ltanove) was conducted on accuracy of discrimination data

wíthin the verbal channel for each of the 25 vocal-verbal
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messages. Since no problem of linearity occurred, all 25

messages were included in the analysis. Àn alpha ]evel=.10

was used for the multivariate test statistic due to the con-

servative nature of the analysis( Hummel & 51igo, 1971),

The results are summarízed in Tab1e 3.
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TABLE 3

Summary of Multivariate Analysis of Variance for
Discriminatiorr Ability in the Verbal Channel

Sourc e

Ànxiety (enx)

Type of Message (¡,Isg )

Sex of Speaker (SpXr)

Sex of Subject (suUj)

Anx x Msg

Msg x Spkr

Msg x Subj

Anx x Spkr

Anx x Subj

Spkr Subj

Ànx x Spkr x Subj

MsgxSpkrxSubj

AnxxMsgxSpkr

ÀnxxMsgxsubj

pFdf

50,i60 1.17 <.24

3,102 1051 .43 <.000.1

25,80 4.33 <.000.1

25,80 .71 <.84

6,204 a ')a <.03

3,102 a tA
L. J= <. 08

3 ,102 .37 <.77

50,1 60 1 .30 <.11

50,1 60 1 .3b <. 08

25,80 .92 <. 58

50, .160 1 .27 <.13

3 ,102 .81 < .49

6,204 1.77 <.11

6,204 3.76 <.002

ÀnxxMsgxSPkr x Subj 6 ,204 2.29 <. 04
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Effect of Anxietv on D i scrimi nat-ion Abilitv

Recall the precliction that anxiety would interfere with

accuracy of discrimination, causing more anxious subjects to

discriminate multiple emotional messages Iess accurately

than less anxious subjects. While the resufts obtained for

the vocaL channel supported this prediction, Figure 3 sug-

gests a marginally opposite effecL for the verbal channel,

with discrimination improving very slightly with increasing

anxiety. The means were in fact .63, .66, and .78 for low,

moderate, and high anxietY, respectively. Unlike the re-

sutts for the vocal channel, however, the analysis indicated

that anxiety had no significant effect on accuracy of dis-

crimination in the verbal- channel (ptultivariate

F ( 50, 160 ) =1 .17, P< .24) .



t'l gure J Mean
type

accuracy score as
of message in the
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a function of anxiety and
verbal channel
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Effect of Type of Messaqe on Discrimination Àbilitv

Recall the prediction that <liscrimination for congr-

uent messages would be most accurate, for incongruent, less

accurate, and for conflicting messages, the least accurate.

Tnspection of Figure 3 Ëuggests that this prediction was

supported. Means were .84 for congruent messagesf .57 for

incongruent messages, and .53 for conflicting messages. In

corroboration the analysis reveal-ed a significant multivari-

ate effect for type of message (t"tultivariate

F (-?,.102)=1 051 .43, p<.001 ) .

In order to determine which messages were significantly
different with respect to accuracy of discrimination, a fur-

ther multivariate analysis was conducted on specific type

of message contrasts. As for Lhe vocal channel, the first
contrast vras designed to examine the difference between

congruent minus noncongruent rnessages, while the second con-

trast vras designed to examine the difference between con-

flicting minus incongruent messages. Significant effects
viere obtained for the congruent - noncongruent contrast
( F(1 ,1041=194.92, p<.001), and f or the conf licting in-

congruent contrast ( r'( I ,104)=27 .14, p<.001 ). The tests

showed that congruent messages were discriminated more accu-

rately than were noncongruent messages, and that incongruent

messages $¡ere discriminated more accurately than conflicting
messages. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table

¿"



TABLE 4

Sumnary of MultivariaLe Ànalysis of
Between Type of Message Contrasts
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Variance for Differences
in the Verbal Channel

Source

Anxiety (enx)

T'ype of Message (¡asg )

Sex of Speaker (sptr)

Sex of Subject (su¡j)

Ànx x Msg

Msg x Spkr

Msg x Subj

Ànx x Spkr

Anx x Subj

Spkr: x Subj

Ànx x Spkr Subj

MsgxspkrxSubj

AnxxMsgxSpkr

ÀnxxMsgxSubj

50,1 60 1 .17

2,103 .98

2 ,103 102.13 <.0001

25,80 4.33 <.00'1

25, B0 .71 <. B4

4,206 1 .93 <.1.1

2,103 10.s8 <.001

2 ,1A3 11 <.69

50,160 1.30 <.11

50,"160 1 .36 <. 0B

25,80 .92 <. 58

50,160 1 .27 <.13

pFdf

<.24

<. 38

4,206 2.43 <.05

4,206 4.89 <. 001

Anx x Msg v, Spkr x Subj 4,206 3. 88 <. 01
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Effect of Ànxietv Level- and Tvpe of Messaqe on
Discl mination Àbilitv

ÀS for the vocal channel, it was predicted not only

that there would be anxiety and message effects as outlined

previously, but also that the interaction of anxiety and

type of message would affect discrimination aS follows: aS

anxiety Ievel increased, accuracy of discrimination would

clecrease to a smal1 extent for congruent messages' to a

greater extent for incongruent messages, and to an even

greater extent for conflicting messages. Although a signif-

icant anxiety by type of message interaction vras found (t'tul-

tivariate F(6,204)=2.32, P<.03), inspection of Figure 3 sug-

gests a di f ferent pattern than predicted. congruent

messages appeared to be discriminated most accurately at

all leve1s of anxiety. Àt low and moderate levels of anxie-

ty incongruent messages appeared to be discriminaLed more

accurately than were conflicting messages. AL the high lev-

eI of anxiety, it appeared that both these types of messag-

es were discriminated equally we11. Two subsequent analyses

were used to probe the interaction further.

First, exploration of the components of the interaction

was undertaken. The analysis yielded a significant multi-

variate effect for low versus moderate anxiety collapsed

across type of message ( t"tuttivariate F(3,102)=2.70, p<.05).

The comparison of low versus high anxiety across type of

message was not signif icant ( tquttivariate F(3,102)=1 .24,
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p<.28) nor was the compariscn of moderate versus high anxie-

ty across type of message (uuttir.'ariate F( 3, 102)=1 .33,

p<.27). These tests indicated tirat collapsed across type

of message, accuracy of discri.mination improved greatly aS

anxiety increased from l-ow to moderate levels, while accura-

cy of discrimination improved only marginally from moderate

to high levels.

Seconclly, the data were further analyzed in order to

determine the effect of anxiety on each type of message.

The analysis yielded no significant univariate effect. for

type of message . I n other words, di scr iminat ion of each

type of message was virtually unaffected as anxiety in-

creased f rom low to high l-eve1s.

The question remains, however' of accounting for the

significant interaction effect. lnspection of Figure 3 sug-

gesis a possible explanation. It wou]d appear that the

trend or pattern of Scores produced by the rnessage types was

different. SpecificaIly, there seemed to be a difference in

the linear or quadratic trend for the congruent versus the

incongruent and conflicting messages, and no difference in

the linear or quadratic trend between the incongruent and

conflicting messages. In corroboration, âD analysis yielded

a significant difference between the congruent and incongr-

uent messages with respect to both a linear trend

( t(115)=2.08, p<.05) as weII as a quadratic trend
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( t" ( 1 1 5) =6.25, p<.001 ) . The comparison between the congr-

uent messages and conflicting messages was also found to be

significantly different for the linear trend ( t(115)=27.81 ,

p<.C01 ), and for the quadratic trend ( t(115)=8.21, p<.001 ).

The linear trend for incongruent and for the conflicting

messages was nc.rt signif icant, indicating similar perf ormance

ior these messages ( t(115)=1.60, P<.20). The quadratic

trend also was not siqnificant ( t(115)=.20, p>.20).

Differences for the trends among the three types of

rnessages thus accounted for the significant interaction. It

seems doubtful that these differences in irends are subs-

tantive and can supply a meaningful explanaiion of the data.

Also as notecl above, the univariate analysis showed that

each type of message was virtually unaffected by anxietY,

and this seems to be the most reasonabfe statistical infer-

ence to draw about the data.

Effect o Soeaker Sex on curacv of Discr mination

Group means associated with subjects' responses to male

and femaLe speakers were .65 and .61, respectively' suggest-

ing that emotional messages presented in the verbal channel

were discriminated more accurately when the Speakers were

male. In corroboration, a significant multivariaLe main ef-

fect for speaker sex was found (Uultivariate F(25,80)=4.33,

p<.001). Since an attempt was made to remove speaker ef-

fects, any interpretation of the sex of speaker effect

should be made with caution.
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Elffect of Tvpe of Messaoe and Sex of Speaker ôn Àccuracv of
Discrimination

Group means assoc iated v¡ith each type of nìessage f or

both male and female speakers are graphically presented in

Figure 4. Inspection of Figure 4 suggests that congruent

and conflicting messages were discriminated somewhat better

hy subjects responding to femafe speakers, while incongruent

messages $tere discrininated more accurateJ-y by subjects re-

sponding to male speakers. In general corroboration, a sig-

nificant muLtivariate Sex of speaker by type of messages in-

Leract ion was found (uu1t ivar iate F ( 3 , 102) =2.34 , p<. 08 ) .

Mult i.ple post hoc compar i sons ?rere used to test the

discrimination ability of subjects responding to male and

female speakers for each type of message (tukey, 1953). The

leveI of significance vras set at alpha =.01 for each compar-

ison. The only si.gnif icant comparison occurred for con-

flicting messages, indicating that subjects responding io

femal-e speakers discriminated conflicting nìessages more ac-

curately than subjects responding to male speakers, but that

the sex of speaker did not affect the accuracy of discrimi-

nation for congruent or incongruent messages.



Figure 4z Mean accuracy score as a function
message and sex of sPeaker in the
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of type of
verbal channel
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Effect of Anxiety Level and SubieqL sex on Accuracv of
Discrimination

Group means associated with accuracy of discrimination

for male and female subjects at each level of anxiety are

graphically presented in Figure 5 in the form of a bar graph

rather than a line graph for greater cfarity. It would ap-

pear from inspection of Figure 5 that at the l-ow l-evel of

anxiety, male subjects discriminated emotional messages more

accurately than female subjects, while at moderate and high

levels of anxiety, female subjects discriminated emotional-

messages more accurately than did male subjects. In overall

support r a significant interaction was found for anxiety

and sex of subject (uultivariate F(50,'160)=1.36, p<"08).

Further analysis showed no significant effect for l-ow ver-

sus moderate anxiety and subject seï (uultivariate

F(25,80)=1.29, p<.20) or low versus high anxiety and subject

sex (¡tultivariate F(25,80)=1 .34, p<.16), indicating similar
performance among the groups. However, the analysis yield-

ed a significant multivariate effect for moderate versus

high anxiety and sex of subject (¡,tuttivariate [(25,80)=1 .70,

p<.04). Thus, the performance of male and femal-e subjects

at low and high levels of anxiety was similar, but female

subjects performed better than males at moderate l-eve1s.
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Figure 5: Ifean
leve I

accuracy score as a function of anxiety
a¡rd sex of subject in the verbal channel
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Ef fect of Anxietv,@,
Accuracv of Discrimination

and Sex of Subiect on

Group means associated with each leve1 of anxiety for

male and female subjects for each type of message are pre-

sented graphically in Figure 6. Althcugh the interaction of

anxiety, type of message, and sex of subject was significant
(ptuttivariate F(6,204)=3.76, p<.01 ) , this ef f ect was com-

plex. For example, it would appear from inspection of Fig-

ure 6 that a U shaped function was produced by male subjects

for conflicting messages across the anxiety variable, while

an inverted U shaped function was produced by female sub-

jects. Furthermore, high anxious male subjects seemed to

discriminate conflicting messages more accurately than

congruenl messages. Such ef f ects wot¡ld be di f f icult to in-

terpret Moreover, one of the data points !¡as based solely on

one observation in that ce1l, Accordingly, this interaction

is not discussed further.



Figure 6: Mean accuracy
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trffect of Anxiety , TYpe of Message ' xofS
Sex of A curãc

a , and
I n

Group means associated with male and female speekers

and male and female subjects at each level of anxiety for

each type of message are presented graphically in Figure 7.

While the four way interaction was significant (t'tuttivari-

ate F(6,204)=2.28, p<.04) tnis effect was complex" For ex-

ample I a U-shaped function occurred for male subjects re-

sponding to male speakers for some messages, while an

inverted U-shaped function occurred for female subjects re-

sponding to male speakers fot the same messages. Moreover,

it would seem that the performance of male subjects respond*

ing to male Speakers vras somewhat similar to the performance

of f emale sub jects responding to f emal-e spealiers. Such ef -

fects would be difficult to interpret, and accordingly are

not discussed further.
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Figure 7 Mean accuracy score as a function of
type of message' sex of sPeaker and
subject in the verbal channel

anx i ety ,
sex of
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Iionsiqnif icant Se x FÌffects and Hiqher Order T nteract- ions

The following effects were not significant and are not

discussed further: sex of subject, the message by subject

interaction, the anxiety by speaker interaction, the speaker

by subject interaction, the anxiéty by speaker by subject

interaction, the type of message by speaker by subject in-

teraction, and the anxiety by type of messaqe by sex of sub-

ject interaction. For numerical details see Table 3.

It should be iterated here that four cells of the de-

sign contained four subjects or Iess. Thus, âoY interpreta-

tion of higher order interactions should be made with cau-

tion. The reader is referred to appendixes F and G for

numerj,cal details concerning cell sizes, means, and standard

deviaiicns for the vocal and the verbal channels respective-

J.y.



DI SCUSSI ON

The major objective of the present study was to demon-

strate the effect of three Level-s of anxiety on childrens'

ability to discriminate multiple emotional- messages in the

vocal and the verbal channels. Although some research has

indicated that anxiety facilitates performance on particuLar

tasks (e.g., Ruebush, 1960), the bulk of the literature

shows that anxiety disrupts it for most tasks (".9. ,

Merryman, i974; Meuller, 1976). Both the Cognitive Social

Learning interpretation of anxietY, and the Response Compe-

tition and Information Processing model of anxietY, suggest

'bhat anxiety can be viewed aS an irrel-evanl cognitive event

whi.ch competes with relevant task-related inf ormation.

According to the Cognitive Social Learning Theory of

anxiety, the cognitive component of anxiety ( i.e., worry)

involves conscious concern about one'S performance and its

consequences, that is, negative task expectations and neg-

ative self-evaluations (Sarason, 1975). The highly anxious

individual seems to attend to his own internal cues rather

than relevant environmental cues, thus performing poorly.

The Response Competition and Information Processing

Model of anxiety suggests that irrefevant cognitive events

(i.e., anxiety) compete with task-rel-evant information.

Both types of information must be processed, but since the

organism's capacity is limited, for an anxious subject, in-
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terference occurs,

Lon, 1975) .
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again producing poor performance (HamiI-

The bulk of the studies reviewed in the Introduction

conform to the predictions of at least one of these theo-

ries. However, data on the effects of anxiety on communica-

tion skills in children are timited. lt was thus hoped that

the present study would also shed tight on the effect of

anxiety on discrimination of partictrlar types of multiple

messages (namely, congruent, incongruent, and conflicting) ,

and would support the overall predictions (1) that more anx-

ious children would discrirninate multipte emotional messages

less accurately than Iess anxious childreni (2) ttrat congr-

uent messages would be discriminated most accurately, in-

congruent mesSages discriminated less accurately, and con-

flicting messages the least accurately; and final-ty (3) that

as anxiety increased, discrimination ability would decrease

l-o a small extent for congruent messages, to a greater ex-

tent for incongruent messages, and to an even greater extent

for conflicting messages.

In the present study, it will be recalled, low, moder-

ate, and high anxious male and female grade four children

were presented v¡ith 25 multiple emotional messages. Happy'

sad, angry, loving, and neutral statements were expressed by

rnale and female speakers in a happy, sad' angry, loving, or

neutral tone of voice. The subjects v¡ere asked to indicate

how the speaker felt for each of the verbal (content) and

the vocal (affect) channels. For discrimination, a score of



one was given if the subject

emotion presented in the the

one if the subject chose the

channef.
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accurately chose the intended

vocal channel, or a score of

intended emotion in the verbal

Recall that in previous research, relationships have

been found between anxiety and. defensiveness, anxiety and

intelligence, and intelligence and discrimination ability.

In order to determine whether defensiveness and intelligence

irnpacted upon the major variables of concern' a number of

correlat ions \^rere computed. The results of the correlat ions

indicated no si.gni f icant relationship among these variables

in Lhe verbal and vocal channels. Because the correlati-ons

h'ere trivial, it was reasonabl-e t.o conclude that the data

srere free from any artifacts due to the intrusion of these

extraneous variables. The major findings of interest can

now be discussed in and of themselves. Results for accuracy

of discrimination are discussed for the vocal channel- and

then for the verbal channef. The discussion of accuracy of

discrimination will focus primarily on effects for anxietY,

type of messêge, and the interaction of anxiety ancl type of

îìessage. Other significant effects are then discussed.

Comparisons between the vocal and the verbal channels are

made throughout l-he discussion where appropriate.
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Discrimination in lhe Vocal Channel

Hypothesis one was that high anxious children would be

Iess accurate than low anxious children in their ability to

discriminate multiple emotional messages. Results of the

present study supported this prediction. That is, highly

anxious subjects discriminated multì.p1e emotional messages

less accurately t.han Iow anxious subjects. This result is

consistent with anxiety theory and the bulk of the research

showing the disruptive effects of anxiety on a variety of

tasks such as paired associate learning (Goulet & l"lazzeí,

1969; verma & Nijhawan , 1976), reading ability (Merryman,

1974) , short term memory (Hodges & Spielberger , 1969) , and

free recaIl (ueut1er, 1976).

The moderate and high anxious groups discriminated mul-

tiple emotional messages equally weIl. Two possible expla-

nations for this effect are as follows: First, the discrim-

ination measure utilized may have been relatively

insensitive at the moderate to high end of the anxiety scafe

and thus not detected differences that would have been found

for some other task. Or second, the ranges used to assign

subjects to anxiety levels may have yielded a smafl-er dif-

ference between the moderate and high groups than between

the low and moderate group. This could have resulted in a

failure to detect differences in discrimination for the for-

mer two groups. Whatever the case, the lack of a difference

in the moderate and high groups need not be of major con-

cern: the first hypothesis vtas essentially supported.
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Hypothesis two h¡as that subjects would discriminate

congruent messages most accurately, incongruent messages

less accurately, and conflicting messages the least accu-

ratety. Results from the present study partially supported

this hypothesis. That is, congruent messages were in fact

discriminated the most accurately. Incongruent and con-

f licting messages were discriminated equally wel-1, but l-ess

wetl than congruent messages. The fact that congruent mes-

Sages were diScriminated more accurately than noncongruent

messages is consistent with other data in the field. For

example, Butchard ( 1 983 ) found that children discriminated

congruent messages more accurately than noncongruent messag-

es. Tn a similar vein, Mehrabian (1970) found that subjects

"preferred" cOngruent meSSageS to noncongruent meSSageS. AS

.v¡as suggested previously, since similar or congruent messag-

es present consistent information in the vocal and verbal

channels, they do not tax the subjects' processing capacity

and allow good discrimination. However, noncongruent meS-

Sages present dissimilar information in the two channels

which reduce the subjects' capacity to process all the in-

formation and thus interfere with discrimination.

The similarity of effect for incongruent and conflict-

ing meSsages warrants further comment. From a theoretical

perspective, incongruent and conflicting messages are l-ess

clearly defined than congruent messages. Thus, these mes-

sages present competing information to the subjects which

nevertheless must be processed. The more ambiguous the mes-
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sages the greater the burden placed on the individual's

capacity to process all the information. It would seem log-

ical then that these messages would be less easily discrimi-

nated than congruent messages. Theoreticaily, it can also

be argued that because conflicting messages consist of two

emotions which are opposite in nature, while incongruent

messages consist of two emotions which are different but not

opposite, the conflicting messages would be more ambiguous

and hence more difficult to discriminate. To put this no-

tion in slightty different terms, the more dissimilar mes-

sages in two channefs become, the greater the informalional'

load placed on the individual's processing capacity and the

more discrimination ability is reduced.

Reca1l that Butchard (1983)

to the present one in which male

fering ages were presented with

utilized in the Present study.

dictions here, but in contrast

found that incongruent messages

curately than lvere conflicting

performed a studY similar

and femaLe subjects of dif*

the verbal-vocal stimuli

In supporl of ihe Pre-

to the present results, he

were discriminated more ac-

messages.

A possible expfanation for incongruent and conflicting

messages being discriminated equally well in the present

study may be related to the credibility of the vocal stimu-

Ij.. It is quite possible that in the present study the sub-

jects found the vocal (affective) stimuli for the incongr-

uent and conflicting messages so humorous that they

disregarded the information presented in that channel. In
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the Butchard (1983) stgdy cited above, it was reported that

when one chitd in a group taughed at incongruent messages

the other children would copy him or her. It was concluded

that a "fun" atmosphere may have existed which could have

encouraged the children to think that some of the messages

were intended r-o be f unny. This explanation is supported

indirectli' by the observation that in the present study,

groups of children would tend to laugh when presented with

incongruent and conflicting messages. As welI, the atmos-

phere of the experiment was Structured so as to provide a

relaxed, non-threatening environment. It is guite possible,

then, that the atmosphere amused and refaxed t.he subjects/

and enhanced their ability to perceive incongruent and con-

flictinq meSsages as humorous, with the resul-t that accuracy

of discrimination for these messages in the present study

was similar.

Hypothesis three was that as anxiety level increased,

discrimination ability would decrease to a smafl extent for

congruent messages, to a greater extent for incongruerrt me5-

Sages, and to an even greater extent for conflicting messag-

es. Results of the present study again partially supported

this hypothesis. Subjects' ability to discriminate congr-

uent and incongruent messages was not signif icantJ-y affected

aS anxiety level increased. Discrimination of congruent

messages was high at all levels of anxietY, as predicted.

Discrimination of incongruent messages was low at aIl leveIs
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of anxiety, contrary to prediction. Perhaps t.his effect oc-

curred for one or two reasons or a combination of both.

First, the distress produced by the ambiguity of incongruent

messages may have been too mild to interact with anxiety and

affect discrimination. Second, the reLaxed, fun-Iike atmos'-

phere of the experirnental situation may have reduced anxiety

to the extent tha| the distressing effect of incongruent

messages on diScrimination I¡¡aS unaffected as anxiety level

i nc reased .

For conflicting messages ' accuracy of discrimination

was moderate at the low level of anxietY, and sank to very

low levels as anxiety increased. This latter result is not

inconsistent with anxiety theory, which predicts that per-

formance wiIl be disrupted at a highr l-evel of anxiety.

Moreover, this result is consistent with the limited number

of studies examining multiple message communication re-

viewed in the Introd uction.

Post hoc comparisons indicated that conflicting messag-

es were discriminated more accurately than incongruent mes-

sages at the l-ow level of anxietY, and less accurately at

the moderate and high levels. The question remains of ac-

counting for this effect. One possible explanation for

moderate accuracy for conflicting messages at the low anxie-

ty l-evel is that the anxiety-provoking nature of the con-

flicting messages (..g., Smith, 1976; Ironhill, 1977) , was

minimized and in fact overridden by their humorous quality.
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However, as anxiety leve1 increased, the anxiety-provoking

nature of the conflicting messages also increased. Simulta-

neously the levity induced by the humorous quality of the

conflicting messages decreased. As a result, accuracy of

discrimination of these messages declined. That is, hiqhly

anxious subjects tended to respond even more adversely

( i.e. , became l-ess accurate) when they discriminated the

conflicting messages as opposed to ihe incongruent messages'

because although inconEruent and conflicting messages were

both ambigì-lous communications, conf licting messages became

more ambiguous (i.e., less cognitively clear) as anxiety in-

c reased.

Às has been suggested previously, the more dissimilar

messages in two channels become, the more unclear or ambigu-

ous they become and the more difficult to discriminate. The

information processing deficit caused by the ambiguity of

the mixed messages, in combination with the debilitating ef-

fects of anxiety, produced very strong interference wj.th

discrimination of multiple messages indeed.

Sex E ffects

No hypotheses were generated with respect to sex ef-

fects as they were not of primary importance to the present

study. However, since sex of speaker and the inLeraction of

sex of subject and type of message were found to be signifi-

cant, they are discussed briefIY.
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Results of the present study are consistent with other

research in the area showing that femal-es are better enco-

ders than males (e.g., Dimitrovsky, 1964; Levy, 1964). The

significant main effecL for sex of speaker obtained in the

present. study should, however, be interpreted with caution.

Recall that the vocal-verbal stimuli utilized in the present

study vrere those used by BuLchard (1983). They had been

produced b)' four different male and female speakers, in an

attempt to ensure that the idiosyncratic characteristics of

the speakers diC not generale differences between the way

the speakers $¡ere perceived. Since the final vocal speech

samples chosen were approximately matched for accuracy with

which mafe and female speakers were perceived, it woul-d seem

unlikely that a significant sex of speaker effect would be

obbained in the present study. It is difficult therefore to

ascertain the exact reason for the significant sex of speak-

er effect. One possible explanation is that while accuracy

of matching l¡as attempted for the original messages por-

trayed by male and female speakers, precise matching of the

speakers vras not possible for all of the 25 stimuli. It

might be, therefore, that the difference between male and

female speakers was due to procedural artifacts rather than

a true sex effect.

No hypothesis was generated with

action of sex of subject and type of

the present study indical-ed that sex

respect to the inter-

message. Results of

of subject had no síg*
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nificant effect on accuracy of discrimination for congruent

and incongruent messages. Male subjects, however, discrimi-

nated conflicting messages more accuraLely than did femafe

subjects. Although some research shows that vocal informa-

tion is important when resolving conflicting nìessages

(ptehrabian s, vriener ,1967; Fu j imoto , 1972) , no research is

available showing that males are generally better decoders

than females.

À possibl-e expJ-anation for the obtained resuft may lie

with males' propensity to be involved in conflicting types

of communications. For example, Bugental, Love, Kaswan and

ApriI (1971), in a study examining the effects of verbal and

nonverLral conilicL in parental messages to normal and dis-

turbed children, reported that 59ea of the mothers of "dis-
turbed" children produced conflicting messages, and 1Oea of

the mothers of "normal" chifdren produced such messages.

Moreover, out of their lotal sample of "disturbed" children,

the authors reported that 85eo were males, and that 70e" of

the "normaf" sample were ma1es. The Bugental et a1. (1971)

study thus provides evidence that both disturbed ano normal

children are the recipients of at least some conflicLing

types of communication, and that males in the generai popu-

lat.ion are subjected to conflicting communications. It was

Lherefore quite possible that in the present study, the male

subjects may have been exposed to and had greaLer experi-

ence with conflicting communications, and thus showed in-

creased ability in their discrimination.
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Summar v

Results of the present study indicated that for the vo-

cal- cirannel, hiqhly anxious children discriminated mul-ti-

ple emotional messages less accurately than low anxious

chi ldren. Thi s ef fect , which generalllz conformed to pre*

diction, was discussed with reference to anxiety theorl' and

data in the field. There was no difference found for moder-

ate versus high anxiety on accuracy of discrimination. This

!.ras accounted for by the possible insensitivity of Lhe dis-

crimination measure at moderate and hiqh levels of anxietY,

or the smafl difference in anxiety fevel produced by the

assigned ranges for the moderate and high groups.

Congruent messages were discriminated more accurately

than v¡ere noncongruent messages (i.e., incongruent and con-

flicting messages). This effect also conformed to pre-

diction, and was discussed with reference to the clarity of

the congruent messages in contrast to the ambiguity of the

noncongruent messages. No difference in accuracy of dis-

crimination v¡as found for the incongruent or conflicting

messages. This effect was discussed with reference to the

credibility of the information presented in the vocal chan-

nel-.

In the present study it was also found that congruent

messages hrere discriminaLed very accurately at all leve1s of

anxiety, while incongruent messages v¡ere discriminated poor-
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Iy at all levels of anxiety. Conflicting messages were dis-

criminated moderately well at the low level of anxi.etY, and

very poorly at the moderate and high l-evels of anxiety.

These effects, which partially supported predictions, were

discussed with reference to theory and datar. and with refer-

ence to the influence of the humorous and distressing quali-

ty of conflicting messages on discrimination at different

]evels of anxiety.

It vüas suggested that the significant sex of speaker

effects obtained in the present study could as readily be

accounLed for by procedural arti facts as by sex itself.

AIso, it vras found that while congruent and incongruenL mes-

sages were discriminated equally well regardless of sex,

male subjects discriminated conflicting messages more accu-

rately than femafe subjects. It was suggested that maLe

subjects' superior discrimination of conflicting messages

vras due to t.heir greater experience with such rnessages.

DiscrÍmÍnation Ín t-he Verbal Channel

As for the vocal channel, Hypothesis 1 was that as anx-

iety l-evel increased, accuracy of discrimination would de-

crease. This prediction was not supported. Accuracy of

discrimination in the verbal channel v¡as not affected by

anxiety Ievel, although accuracy was affected in the vocal

channel. One possibte explanation for this discrepancy be-

tween the verbal and the vocal channels is that the discrim-
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ination task in the verbal channel was less complex than

that in the vocal channel. À number of studies have indi-

cat-ed that young children make more use of the verbal chan-

nel than the vocaL channel in discriminating multiple emo-

tional messages (".g., Solomon & À1i, 1972) . Butchard

(1983) also found that subjects made fewer errors in dis-

criminating messages presented in the verbal channel as com-

pared to the vocal channel. By $Iay of support for this no-

tion, it is interesting to observe that in the present

stu<ly, the overall mean for accuracy of discrimination in

the verbaf channel was .63, while t-he mean for accuracy in

the vocal- channel was .39.

It is possible that since the task presented in the

verbal channel may have been simpler than that presented in

lhe vocal channel, and since the anxiety l-evel of the moder-

ate and high groups may have been reduced due Lo the fun-

like atmosphere of the experimental situation, all the sub-

jects performed similarly.

Such an explanation is not incompatible with the Re-

sponse Competition and Tnformation Processing Model of anxi-

ety (HamiIton, 1975). Recall that in this modelr ârìxiety

is defined as irrelevant cognitive events which compete with

task-relevant information. Both types of information must

be processed, but since the organism's capacity is Iimited,

interference occurs. In the present study, as suggested

previously, the relaxed "game-1ike" atmosphere of the exper-

imental situation may have reduced anxiety level for the
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moderate and hiqh groups to the extent that anxiety did not

compete with task-relevant information. Since all anxiety

groups vrere able to prccess the task.-relevant information

similarly, ño ef fect of anxiety v¡as found"

Hypothesis 2 was also identical to that generated for

vocal accuracy. That is, congruent messages would be dis-

criminated most accurately, incongruent messages less accu-

rately and conflicting messages the least accurately. Re-

sults from the present study supported this hypothesis for

verbal accuracy. This resuft is consistent with ottrer re-

search in the area (".g., Mehrabian, 1970; Butchard, 1983).

Accuracy of discrimination for the incongruent and con-

fl.jcting messages differed somewhat for the verbaL and the

vocal- channels. Reca11 that for the vocal channel, incongr-

uent and conflicting messages v¡ere discriminated equally

weIl. In the verbal channel, however, the conflicting mes-

sages !,¡ere discrj-minated less accurately than were the in-

congruent messages. A possible explanation for the discrep-

ant results obtained for the two channefs is that the level

of credibility among the messages presented in the channels

differed. That is, the subjects may have found the incongr-

uent and confticting messages presented in the vocal- channel

(i.e. affective channel) so humorous that they regarded them

as less credible than those presented in the verbal channel-

(i.e., content channel). As a result, the subjects could

have disregarded or discounted the information presented in

the vocal channel. This argument is reinforced by a study
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by Bugental ( 1974) , in which it vlas f ound that when t.he

Speaker's voice was not credible, a greater emphasis was

given to content rather than to intonation. Thus, the mes--

sages presented in the verbal channel v¡ere more credible,

and subjects attended Lo the information presented in this

channel more carefully. Since the congruent, incongruent'

¿rnd conflicting messages varied from low to high in ambigui-

ty, respeclively, discrimination varied from good Lo poor,

respectively.

This explanation appears unable to account for Butch-

ard's results indicating that confl-icting mesSages were dis-

criminat.ed more poorly than incongruent messages in both the

verbal and the vocal channels. However' one possible expla-

nation for the discrepancy between Butchard's (1983) re-

sults and the present ones may lie with the conceptualíza-

tion of the three types of messages. In the Butchard study,

incongruent messages consisted of pairings of emotions in

the verbal and the vocal channel which were opposite in na-

ture. These same types of messages were defined as con-

flicting in the present study. A second category of messag-

es in the Butchard study consisted of pairings of particular

emotions in one of Lhe channels (u.g., vocal) with a neutral

emotion in the other (verbal). À third category of messages

consisted of emotions matched on an activity dimension,

while a fourth category of messages consisted of emotions

matched on a valence dimension. In the present study how-

ever, incongruent messages included all those messages which
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Butchard matched on the activity dimension, those matched on

the valence dimension, and those paired with the neutral

emotion. The point is, then, that the differences in the

resul-ts may have been a function of differences in the way

that the data were categorized.

Hypothesis 3 for r¡erbal accuracy I^¡as identical to that

for vocal accuracy. That is, as anxiety increased, discrim-

inat.ion ability would decrease to a small extent for congr-

uent meSSageS, tO a greater extent for incongruent messagesf

and to an even greater extent for conflicting messages in

both channels. This prediction was not supported. Although

iL would appear from inspection of Figure 3 that accuracy of

discrimination of the three types of messages was affected

by an increase in anxiety 1eve1, univariate analyses indi-

cated that there \,ras no significant difference in perform-

ance for any messages as a function of anxiety. In order to

account for the significant multivariate interaction, trend

analyses were employed comparing the difference among the

three types of messages across anxiety level. Vlhile the

analysis indicated that there were significant differences

among the trends, the implication of these differences is

unc1ear.. They do not seem to provide a meaningful way of

interpreting the data. Given that the univariate analyses

showed no effect of anxiety on discrimination for each type

of message, it thus seems simpler and more reasonable to

conclude that in the verbal channel, discrimination for any

type of message r.ras not af f ected by sub jects' anxiety level.
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The failure to find a significant anxiety by type of

message effect may be accounted for by the fact that the

task presenled in the verbal channel was less complex than

that presented in the vocal channel. Such an explanation j-s

consistent with the Response Conpetition and Information

Processing Model of anxiety (Hamilton, 1975) and data in the

field regarding the anxiety-provoking nature of conflicting

messages (Smith, 1976; Ironhill, 1977). The fact that the

ctiscrimination task in the verbal channef was simple meant

that anxieLy, (defined as irrelevant cognitive events), did

not compete w j.th the tasþ,-relevant inf ormation. Moreover,

given the fun-like atmosphere of the experimental situation

and the humorous quality of the conflicting messages them-

selves, it may have been that the anxiely-provoking nature

of these .messages t¡as overr idden . As a consequence , ail

messages were discriminated equally well.

Sex Ef fect s

No hypotheses vrere generated with respect Lo accuracy

of discrimination as a function of sex. Results of the

present study indicated that subjects discriminated messages

presented in the verbal channel more accurately when the

speakers were male. This effect was the reverse for the vo-

cal- channel, which indicated that f emales v¡ere better enco-

,åers than males. There does not seem to be any evidence

available which indicates that males are better encoders

tha¡r females. The caution stated previously with respect to
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the interpretation of sex effects in the vocal channel,

therefore, frây Iikewise apply to the verbal channel-. That

is, the difference in discrimination of male and femal-e

speakers may have been due to procedural artifacts caused by

imprecise matching of some of the verbal--vocal stimuli rath-

er than sex itself.

The results also indicated that not al1 of the messag-

eS were responsible for the apparent overall encoder superi-

ority of the male speakers. That is, there was no signifi-

cant difference in the subjects' ability to discriminate

congruent or incongruent messages aS a function of speaker

Sex. H9wever, female SpeakerS s¡ere perceived more accurate-

ty than were mafe speakers when the messages l,tere conflict-

ing, despite the fact Lhat both male and fenrale speakers

spoke the same words, Exactly h'hy conflicLing mesSages were

discriminated more accuraLely when spoken by femafe speakers

is unclear. lt is possible that the result was a procedural

artifact l-i.ke that suggested for the main effect of sex of

speaker. If the effect was substantive, however, studies by

Beakel and Mehrabian (1969) and Bugental et al. (1971)., may

shed some light on it..

Baekel and Mehrabian (1969) examined the relationship

between psychopathology in adolescents and parental. evalua-

tive incongruence in verbal and postural communication com-

ponents. They found that mothers of "disturbed" children

communicated more conflicting messages than did fathers of

"disturbed" children. Recall that Bugental et al. (1971)
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found that 59s¿ of the mothers of "disturbed" children commu-

n icated conf I ict ing messages, and 1 0p¿ of the mothers of

"normaf " chj.ldren communicated such messages. In the

Bugental et al. (1971 ) study, it was found that the typical

conflicting message contained a critical or disapproving

statement spoken in a positive tone of voice. These si-udies

taken together thus suggest that females general-l-y Lend to

emit more conflicting types of messages than do males, and

hence that children receive a greater exposure to and ex-

perience with such meSsageS. Such experience would account

fo¡: the greater accuracy of discrimination for conflict ing

messages emitted by females in the present study.

T,lhiIe no significant effect of sex of subject on verbal

accuracy v¡as found in the present research' a significant

anxiety by sex of subject interaction was obtained. Àt mod-

erate levels of anxietY, for example, female subjects dis-

crinrinated emotional messages more accurately than did maie

subjects. At low and high levels of anxietY, however, male

and female subjects discriminated emotional messages equal-

ly wel1. Although a number of investigators have reported

that females are better decoders than males, especially in

the vocal channel (e.g., Dimitrovsky, 1964; Zuckerman et

â1., 1975), no information is available on the effect of sex

of subject on accuracy of discrimination in the verbal chan-

nel-. The results of the present study suggest that accuracy

of discrimination in the verbal channel is not a simple

function of gender. Personality variables such as level of
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anxiety are important factors which must be taken into

considerat ion in the di scr iminat ion of mul-t iple emot ional

messages. A clear account of how these variables interact

with sex to affect discrimination is, however, not possible

in the present research.

Summarv

Accuracy of discrimination in the verbal channel was

not affected by anxiety Ieve1, although such an affect was

predicted. In the vocaf channel however, high levels of

anxiety were found to disrupt performance. This discrepancy

was discussed in terms of theories related to the inter-

ference effects of anxietY.

The present study showed that as predicted, in the

verbal channel, congruent messages were discriminated the

most accurately, incongruent messages were discriminated

less accurately, and conflicting messages were discriminated

the Least accurately. These results, which were slightly

different from results in the vocaf channel-' were discussed

in terms of the credibility of the communication presented

in the vocal and verbal channels, and theory and data in the

f i eld.

A significant anxiety by Lype of message interaction

was attríbuted to differences in trends as a function of

anxiety. It was suggested that these differences provided

no meaningful account of the data. Inference from univari-
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ate analyses suggested that discrimination for any type of

message r{ras not af f ected by anxiety level. This ef f ect lras

discussed with reference to the anxiety reducing atmcsphere

of the experimental- situation, the overriding quality of the

humorous nature of the conflicting messages, and theory and

data in the field.

Accuracy of discrimination v¡as superior for subjects

responding to maLe subjects in the verbal channel. This ef-

fect, it vras suggested, could as easily have been due to

procedural. artifacts related to imprecise matching of the

verbal*vocal stimuli, as it could have been to sex itself.

A significant type of message by sex of speaker inter-

action h¡as also found. Congruent and incongruent messages

nere discriminated equally well regardless of speaker sex.

Conflicting messages vrere discriminated more accurately for

femal,e than male speakers. This effect, it was suggested,

occurred because females generate more conflicting messages

than do males. Hence, children would har¡e more experience

with such messages, and be able to discriminate them more

accurately.

A significant anxiety by sex of subject interaction was

also found for verbal accuracy. At moderate levels of anxi-

eLy, femal-e subjects performed better than male subjects,

while at l-ow and high levels of anxiety, their performance

r.ras similar. I t vras suggested that accuracy of discrimina-

tion in the verbal channel was not a simple function of gen-
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are important variabies

Summarv and Some Conclusiolls

It was predicted that as anxiety l.evel increased/ accu-

racy of discrimination would decrease in both the vocal and

verbal channels. This prediction was not supported for the

verbal channeÌ, where it lras f ound that discrimination vras

not affected by anxiety l-eveI" It was, however, essentiaÌly

suppcrted for the vocal channel. Discrimination ability

Lhere was good at the low level of anxiety, and poor but

similar at the moderate and the high Ievels. There are tv¡o

possible explanal-ions for simil-arity in performance at the

nroderate and high i-evels. First, the discrimination task may

have been insensitive at. the midole to upper end of the anx-

iety scafe. Second, the ranges used to assign subjects to

anxiety levels may have yielded small group differences at

the higher end of the anxiety scale.

The overall detrimental effect of anxiety found for vo-

cal- accuracy in the present study is consistent with both

the Cognitive Socia1 Learning Theory of Anxiety as well as

the Response Competition and Information Processing Capacity

Model of Anxiety, and data in the field discussed previous-

ly. The theories and data available afso suggest that the

occurrence of anxiety effects may depend on the complexity

of the task involved. This may explain why there l¡as an ef -
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fect for the vocal but not for the verbal channel i.n the

present study. Results obtained by Butchard (1983), as weIl

as ¿he present ones, showed that subjects made fewer dis-

crimination errors in the verbal channeL as compared to the

vocal channel. It would thus appear that the verbal channel-

contained a relatively simple task which did not inLeract

with anxiety, while the vocal channel contained a difficult

one which did. Results for the vocaf channel also suggest

that its importance cannot be underestimateC for anxious

children. That is, tone of voice may have serious negative

effects on children predisposed toward maladaptive behavior.

This point is considered more extensively l-ater.

One further comment with respect to the anxiety effect

itself is worth mentioning. Recall from the Introduction

that there are two distinct forms of anxietY, namely, sLate

and trait. While state anxiety is a transitory emotional

condition that may fluctuate over time and is evoked in in-

divicluals who interpret specific situations as personally

threatening, trait anxiety has been defined as relatively

stable individual di f ferences in anxiety-proneness

(spielberger, 1966, 1972).

It could be argued that in

trimental effects of anxietY on

due to unmeasured state anxietY,

gested here--or a combination of

seemed relaxed and comfortable

the present study, the de-

discrimination ability v¡ere

or trait anxiety--as sug-

both. Since the subjects

in the experimental situ-
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ation, as evidenced by their laughing at particular types of

messages, iL seems reasonable to suggest that the subjecLs

did not interpret the situation as personally threatening

and hence, state anxiety was not a significant factor in

their poor performance. That is, it would seem logical that

the poor performance of anxious subjects in the present

study was, in fact, attributable to trait and not state anx-

iety.

The present study also predicted that congruent messag-

es would be discriminated most accurately, incongruent mes-

sages less accurately, and conflicting messages Ieast accu-

rately. Generally, it was found that congruent messages

were, in fact, discriminated most accurately in both chan-

nels, and tirat incongruent and conflicting
( i.e. ,noncongruent) messages were discriminated less accu-

rately in both channels. However, while incongruent and

confli.cting messages v/ere discriminated equally well in the

vocal channel, conflicting messages were discriminated less

accurately than incongruent messages in the verbal channel-.

1t seemed that childrens' ability to discriminate incongr-

uent and conflicting messages in the vocal channel was in-

fluenced by the humorous quality of the messages. Although

conflicting messages in the vocal channel were, presumably,

relat ively di f f icult , the subjects reacted to them as i f

they were ptaying a game, Iaughing and joking' and apparent-

1y disregarding the information presented. The subjects

did, however, react more approprialely (i.e., paid atten-
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tion) to tlie noncongruent messages in the verbal channel,

even though they were, prêsumabLy, relatively easy. Since

the messaqes communicated in the verbal channel were appar-

ently perceived as more credible, the subjects attended to

the information presented. As a result, the more ambiguous

conflicting messages were discriminated less accurateì-y than

the l-ess ambiguous incongruent messages. It thus seems that

the vocaf channel iS more susceptible to extraneous influ-

ences containing an affective component, such as humor, and

that such influences may override the information presented.

The verbal channel however, does not appear to be suscepti-

ble to such influences.

The present studlz also predicted that as anxietlz level

increased, accuracy of discrimination would decrease to a

smail extent for congruent messages' to a Iarger extent for

incOngruent meSSageS, and to an even greater extent fOr cOn-

flicting messages. Anxiety did not affect accuracy of dis-

crimination in the verbal channel. Performance vras consis-

tentl.y good for congruent messages, and consistently poor

for incongruent and confJ-icting messagesf aS a function of

anxiety level. In the vocal channel, performance was con-

sistently good for congruent messages, and consistently poor

for incongruent messages aS a function of anxiety. However,

in the vocal channel, performance declined from moderate to

very poor levefs as anxiety increased. This latter result

is consistent with anxiety theory and data in the field,
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will be disrupted at a highwhich

Ievel

suggest that performance

of anx i'ety .

Ai the l-ow levei of anxiety, confJ"icting messages were

discriminated better than incongruent messages. Jt is pos-

sible that at the low level of anxietY, the anxiety arousing

nature of the conf licting messages (Smit¡r, 1976), vras mini-

mized and in fact overridden by their humorous quality. At

m,cderate and high levels of anxietY, conflicting messages

were Oiscriminated less accurately than incongruent messag-

es. This suggests Lhat as anxiety increased, the amusing

effects of humor were reduced, ãllowing the role of anxiety

itself to come into p1ay.

The reduced accuracy of discrimination for conflicting

messages at the high level of anxiety may also reflect Ep-

stein's (1972) notion of "cognitive incongruity." Cognitive

incongruity is based on the premise that individuals have a

need to organize various inputs from their environment into

a consistent, integrative, and predictive system. When hy-

potheses considered by the individual are either discon-

firmed, or are seen as inconsistent with each other, distur-

bances and high levels of excitation result. In the vocal

channel, very anxious subjects vrere unable to integrate the

two opposing emotions presented by the conflicting messages.

Às a result, a high level of excitation was created. This

enhanced excitation leve1, coupled with an already elevated

anxiety leveIo resulted in the subjects' inability to inte-
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grate and organize the information.

of discrimination declined.

As a result, accuracy

It was afso suggested that competing messages from two

channels tax the individual's information processing capaci-

ty and reduces discrimination ability. overall, then , if

childrens'anxiety was low, they had littIe dj.fficulty dis-

criminating conflicting messages. The humor of such messag-

€Sr as well as the fun-like atmosphere of the experimental

situation, tended to override the anxiety arousing nature of

these messages. However, if childrens' anxiety level- was

high, a substantial problem occurred with their abili.ty to

discriminate such messages. This shift in performance

across anxiety levefs has two J.mplications. First, for

weli-adjusted children, very ambiguous communications may

not affect their behavior at all. Second, however, such

communications can have very deleterious effects on highly

anxious children. The importance of the effects of mixed

messages on the behavior of very anxious children cannot be

underest imated "

Let uS now consider some further implications arising

from the present. research. These implications are discussed

in two different contexts. First, they are discussed with

reference to parent-chi1d interactions; and second, they are

discussed v¡ith reference to the child's academic environ-

ment.
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Bateson et a1. (1956) have suggested that the inability

to discriminate particular types of multiple messages effec-

tively can, in some families, produce pathological behavior

in children. As well, other investígators have reported

data Iinking conflicting multiple messages and pathology

(u.g. , Bugental et â1. , 1971 ¡ Mehrabian, 1969) , For exam-

Fle, Bugental et al. (1971 ) showed that there was a greater

frequency of noncongruent messages communicated in disturbed

fami I ies " Thi s f inding, they suggest , provides support for

the "doubfe-bind" hypothesis. Moreover, Bugental (1974) has

ref erred to her o\.¡n unpubl i shed data to support the not ion

that noncongruent messages presented in the vocal and verbal

channels are more prevalent in families of disturbed chil-

dren as compared to normal families. Results of the present

study, showing the importance of anxiety in children's

ability to discriminate multiple emotional messages, have

some implications for the area of pathology and communica-

tion different from the classic notions.

While some research in the area suggests that type of

message alone may produce "prob1em" behavior in children,
( Bateson, êt â1 . , 1956 ) ttre present research suggests that

subjects' ability to discriminate particular messages pre-

sented in ",he vocaf channel ( i.e. , conf licting messages) ,

declines drastically at a high level of anxiety. Thus, it

may not be merely a child's failure to discriminate particu-

Iar multiple messages which produces pathological behavior,

but rather I a combination of an already high level of trait
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anxiety augmented by the anxiety arousing nature of highly

ambiguous messages which does so. That is, it is quite pos-

sible thaL children who exhibit some form of problem behav-

ior as a reSult of mixed message communications may have

been predisposed to such behavior due to their high fevel of

trait anxiety. I f problem behavior ref ated to chil-drens'

inabilitlz to discriminate mixed messages can, in part, be

atLributed to a high level of trait anxiety rather than just

to poor discrimination abitity, it would seem logical that

i f an atÈ,empt h'as made to reduce anx i etY , problems due to

the poor discrimination of multiple messages would be al-

Ieviated. Various intervention techniques related Lo anxie-

ty reduction, well documented in the literature (".g., Tobi-

âs, 1g7g; Phillips et â1., 1972; Patterson, 1966), could be

imr:lemented to this end.

Let us no$¡ consider another implication of the present

study as it applies to a child's academic environment. A1-

though workers in the area may disagree as to the exact def-

inition of a learning disability, many reseârchers in the

area do agree that most children with learning disorders

have some emotional disturbance (UyXlebust, 1973). Tt is

possible that suSh emotional problems may include an inflat-

ed trait anxiety fevel which could be both a component of

and a contributor to their emotional disturbance. One

could argue on the basis of the present study that a major

factor in the etiology of learning disabilities is the in-
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teraction between anxiety and particular types of multiple

messages. That is, the emotionat disturbance noted in chil-

dren with learning disabilities frây, in part, be a rnanifes*

tation of a high trait anxiety combined with a high degree

of cognitive incongruity produced by the communication of

multiple messages. The feelings associated with cognitive

incongruity, namely, confusion and disorganization, could

interfere with particular learning tasks. Also, attention

to and discrimination of particular nìessages communicated by

a teacher may also be disrupted. Such an argument has mer-

it when one considers a study by visco (1973). He suggested

that J-earning disabled youngsters are poorer at evaluati.ng

pitch, loudness, and rhythm, â11 of which occur in the vo-

cal channel. The study thus supports the present notion

that the interacti.on of trait anxiety and type of message,

which produces poor discrimination in the vocal channel, may

be a contributing factor in the etiology of learning dis-

abilities. The argument is reinforced further, at least

tangentially, by research on adolescents. Such work sug-

gests that adolescents described as "Iearning disabled" are

poorer at decoding multiple emotional messages than are nor-

mal adolescents (".g., Wiig & Harris, 1974).

Students in the mainstream of the educational system

may also be affected negatively by a high anxiety level.

For example, it is not uncommon in this author's experience

as a school psychologist to observe teachers emit mixed mes-

sages. For example, a teacher might during a reading 1es-
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son ask a question in an overly cheerful and demanding tone,

"COme On nowr you knOw the answer!r' FOr lOw anxiOuS Stu-

dents, such communications may not present a problem, âs

anxiety has not reached a level where interference with

task-relevant information (i .e., discrimination of mixed

messages) rnay occur. However, for hi9h1y anxious students'

such communications could have very deleterious effects.

That is, since highly ambiguous messages communicated in the

vocal channel may produce feelings of confusion and clisor-

ganization (Epstein, 1972), the very anxious child may be

1ikely to make errors in judgement, which couLd lead to an

improper verbal response. Such improper verbal responses

could, in turn, fead to a misinterpretation of a child's be-

havior by the teacher. Thus, â5 an indirect consequence of

his poor discrimi¡ration ability, the child may suffer sorne

negative repercussions for his seemingly inappropriate be-

havior. Moreover, when a very anxious child is confronted

with highly ambiguous ( i.e. , conflicting) messages, his

feelings of confusion and disorganization may prevent him

from responding to questions even if he knows the answer.

This pattern oi behavior between the teacher and the child

may lead to an inappropriate feedback system. In other

words, when highly ambiguous messages are communicated by

the teacher, feelings of confusion and disorganization may

be produced within the child. As a resul-t, the child may be

unable to respond to the teacher's question. The teacher

may interpret the child's inability to respond as stubbor-
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ness or insolence, and may even emit more ambiguous messages

in the form of sarcasm. When the highJ-y anxious child still

fails to responcl, the teacher may react negatively by send-

ing the student to see the principal for some form of pun-

ishment. Again, j.t has not been an uncommon occurrence in

the author's experience that teachers complai.n that a child

is unwilling to respond to questions. Some indirect sup-

port for the notion that anxiety may be a factor in chil-

drens' reluctance to respond to questions is provided by

Benl-ifer (1977), Benlifer (1977) examined the academic and

personality profiles of groups of sixth grade chil-dren clas-

sified as hand-raisers and non-hand-raiserS. She found that

the hand-raiserS were less test anxious than non-hand-rais-

ers. This study, taken together with the bulk of other

studies investigating the effects of anxiety on task per-

formance, suggests that anxiety not' only disrupts perform-

ance, but also inf luences the individual's i.ntentions and

capacity to perform as well.

From the present study it is clear that a high 1evel of

trait anxiety disrupts the discrimination of multiple emo-

tional messages. Particularly, conflicting messages commu-

nicated in the vocal channel are susceptible to the influ-

ence of anxiety. The interaction between anxiety and type

of message in the vocal channel underscores the importance

of including personality variables such as anxiety in fur-

ther investigations of communication ability in children.

The effect of anxiety on perception of emotion is especially
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relevant in J.ight. of the minimal support for particular

theories of abnormal behavior which are based on poor dis-

crimination of multiple emotional messages. Moreover, the

present research reflects the importance of the vocal chan-

nel in the perception of emotion.

Resul-Ls of the present research suggest that further

investigations involving perception of emotion may become

even more meani.ngful when the personality characteristics of

those receiving the communication are considered more exten-

sively. As Reardon (1971 ) tras suggested, the ability to ap-

praise what another individual desiresr feels, and may do is

essentiaf for effective interpersonal- relations.
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WHÂT I THTNK ÀND FEEL ÀNXIETY SUtrSTIONNÀIRE
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Name

1.
2.

lrfhat I ÍLrink and Feel

I have trouble making up mY mind.
I get nervous when things d.o not go the right way
for me.

Others seem to do things easíer than I can.
I like everyone I know.
Of ten I have trouble getting my br:eath.
I worry a lot of the time.
I am afraid of a lot of things.
I am always kind.
I get mad easily.
I worry about what my parents will say to me.

I f eel that others d.o not like the way I do things.
I always have good manners.

It is hard for me to get to sleep at night.
I worry about what other people think about me-

I feel alone even when there are people with me.

I am alway.s good.
Of ten f feel sick in mY stom.¡ch.

My feelings get hurt easilY"
My hands feel sweatY.
I am always nice to everYone -'

I am tired a lot.
I worry about what is going tr.r happen.
Other children are haPPier than f ¿

I tell- the truth every single time.
I have bad dreams.
My feelings get hurt easily when I am fussed at"
r feel someone wil-l tell me I do things the wrong \^/ay.

I never get angrY.
I wake up scared some of the time-
I worry when I go to bed at night.
It is hard for me to keep my mind on my schoolwork.
I never say things I shouldnrt.
I wiggle in my seat a lot.
ï am nervous.
A tot of peoP1e are against me"

I never l-ie.
I often worry aborrt somebhing bad happening to me.

BorG

YN

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YÑ
YN
YN
YN
YN
YÑ
V T\Tart

YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN
YN

3.
A

c

6.
7.
tJ.

9.
10.
ll.
1)

13.
1L

r5.
16.
L7.
l-Õ.

19.
20.
af¿L.

.>1

) -1.

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
,Õ

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
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FINAL F]VE VERBAL EMOTTONAL STATEMENTS
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ANGRY You do what I tell You right now.

SAD I will be very lonely when you go arn/ay'

HAPPY It ís such a beautiful day outslde'

LOVING Come here and let me give you a bfg hug'

NEUTRAL The car Lhat just \^Ient by was blue'
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RANDOMI ZtrD ORDER OF VOCAL_VERBAL MtrSSAGES
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Female Speakers
I'fale Speakers

A_L
N-N
S-H
N-A
S_S

L-S
A_N
S-L
H-S
N-S
L-A
A-H
H-A
S-A
N-H
r-u
S-N
H-N
t-l

L-N
A-S
u_T

N.L
H-H

N-L
H_N
c-u
H-H
S-N
N-H
A-H
N.A
H-L
A-L
A.A
L-A
A-S
S-A
L-N

L-L
H-S
S-L
L-S
H-A
A-N
L-H
N-S
S-S

N-H
L-S
N-N
H-N
N_L
L-H
L-L
S-S
H.A
A_H
L_A
H-L
s-A
H-S
N-A
S-H
A-S
H-H
A-L
S-L
1\-A

L-N
N-S
A-N
S-N

A-A
H-H
N-L
H_L
A-S
L.N
L.L
H-N
b-l\
L-H
N-H
S-A
H-A
A_H
L-A
N-S
H-S
S-L
A-N
L-S
S-S
N-A
S-H
N-N
A-L

N-N
N-A
L-S
S-L
N-S
A-H
S-A
L-H
H-N
L_N
H-L
H-H
A_L
S_H
S-S
A-N
H_S
L-A
H.A
N-H
S_N
L-L
A-S
N-L
A-A

H-N
L-H
A-N
N-N
S-L
H-L
S-S
A-A
A-L
H-H
N-A
S-A
H-A
A-H
S-H
L-S
L-N
L-A
L-L
N-S
N-H
H-S
A-S
N-L
S-N

A-S
L-A
A-N
N-L
L-N
S-H
s-.4
N-N
H_S
H_N
S-N
N-A
N-H
A-H
N-S
L-Ì1
L-L
A-L
A-A
H.L
H-A
s-s
L-S
H-H
S-L

s-H
H-L
L-H
L-A
A-S
L_S
L-L
c-t
H_A
S-A
N-A
H-S
A-H
A_L
N-N
A-N
N-H
N-L
H-N
A-A
S-N
N-S
H-¡i
S-S
L.N

S-N
t¡-L
A-S
H-S
N-H
N-S
L-L
L-A
L-N
f-c

S-H
A-ti
H-A
S-A
N-A
H_H
A-L
A-A
S-S
H-L
S-L
N-N

A-N
L-H
H-N

L-H
N-N
H-L
A-A
H-H
S-A
A-H
L-S
L-A
N-S
H-S
N-L
H-N
A-N
s-L
S-S
A-L
N-A
H-A
s-H
L-N
L-L
N-H
A-S
S-N

* All messages are vocal-verbal presentations
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Appendix F

SUMMARY OF Iq I S / F'ACTOR LEVELS, STANDARD
DEVIATTONS, AND CORRESPONDING MEANS FOR trACH

TYPE OF MESSAGE IN THE VOCAL CHANNEL
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Means

tions are

LEGEND

N the number of subjects per cell

Sexspk Sex of Speaker

Sexsub= Sex of Subject

Ànx Ànx iety

Cong Congruent Messages

I ncong Incongruent Messages

Con f Conflicting Messages

are shown l¡ithout parentheses, and standard devia-

shown in parentheses.



1

cell N Se¡s_p]t åexeub. Anx

4 Male MaIe Low

23 Male MaIe Mod

2 Male Male High

6 Male Femafe Low

17 Male Female Mod

6 Male F"emale High

5 Female Male Low

23 Female Male Mod

gerq fncpqg Con f

.875

(.144)

.880

(.148)

.750

. ( 000 )

.708

(.2s2)

.926

( .117 )

.833

(.12e)

. Bs0

(.33s)

.891

( .165 )

.750

( .000 )

"225
(.172)

.562

(.23e)

2

3

4

5

7

I

9

.289

(.213)

. 180

(.254)

.27 0

( .127 )

.217

( .162)

.195

(.15s)

.271

(.260)

.125

( .17 6)

.416

(.12e)

.132

(.17e)

6 . 041

( . 102 )

.198

(.173)

.293

(.184)

.27 0

( .000 )

.550

(.20e)

.17 3

(.20s)

.000

( .000 )

1 Female Male High



10

11

12

4 Female Femal"e Low

17 Femal"e Female Mod

I Female Female High

.812

(.12s)

. BB2

(.1ee)

.906

(.12e)

all

(.225)
.437

( .125 )

.285

(.220)
.102

( . 178 )

1nr
¡ LL.)

(.215)

.000

( .000 )
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SUMMARY OF N'S, FACTOR LEVELS, STÀNDARD
DEVIATIONS, AND CORRESPONDTNG MEANS FOR trACH

TYPE OF MESSAGE IN THE VtrRBAL CHANNEL
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Çell N Se¡qpk Sexsub Anx Cong l¡Cpnq Çqnf

4 Male Male Low1

2

3

4

5

23 MaIe Male Mod

2 Male Male Hiqh

6 tUa le Fema le Low

17 Male Fema1e Mod

6 t,ta le Fema le H i gh

5 Female Male Low

23 Female Male Mod

.875

( .1 44)

.880

( .148 )

.750

(.000)

.708

(.2e2)

.926

(.117)

.833

(.12e)

.850

(.33s)

.891

(.16s)

.750

( .000 )

.562

(.278)
.625

( .250 )

.563

(.252)
.3sB

(.3e7)

.720

(.254)

.5.10

( .167 )

.630

(.21s)

.625

( .17 6)

.291

(.2e2)

.67 6

( .1 s2)

6 .645

( .2s7')

.720

( .238 )

.481

(.17e)

.333

( .2s8 )

. s00

(.3e5)

.Þ00

(.184)

7

B

9 .360

( .000 )

1 .00

(.000)

1 Female Male Hioh



10

11

12

4 Fema1e Female Low

17 Female Female Mod

B Femal-e Femal-e High

" 812

( "125)

ooâc UUå

( . 1ee )

.906

(.115)

.562

( "247)

" 502

( "254)

.437

( .375 )

.500

( .330 )

.641

(.273)
.s31

(.338)




